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 Chicago Tribune, What is Joe Maddon's slogan for 2018 season? Cubs can't wait 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-sullivan-joe-maddon-2018-slogan-
20180114-story.html#nt=oft03a-1la1 
 

 Chicago Tribune, New hitting coach Chili Davis wants to make Cubs hitters believers 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-chili-davis-hitting-approach-
20180114-story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Cubs' Dillon Maples receives memorable history lesson to Majors 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-dillon-maples-20180114-
story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Developing homegrown pitching for big-league club a priority for Cubs 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-homegrown-pitching-
development-20180114-story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Cubs likely to start own media network after 2019 season 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-tv-network-possible-20180113-
story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Cubs say Sammy Sosa not welcome back until he puts 'everything on the table' 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-sammy-sosa-20180113-
story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Cubs Convention lacks buzz without a big-name acquisition 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-convention-lacks-buzz-sullivan-
20180113-story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Kris Bryant sets arbitration record, wonders if there's room for Bryce Harper in 
2019 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-arbitration-20180112-story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Winter market has been frigid, but Cubs players stoking competitive fire 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-convention-pitching-market-
20180112-story.html 

 

 Chicago Tribune, Anthony Rizzo has only two things on his mind: Charity and championships 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-anthony-rizzo-20180113-
story.html 
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 Chicago Tribune, Comics take swings at 'skinny' Kyle Schwarber, Kris Bryant at Anthony Rizzo's 
benefit 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-anthony-rizzo-laugh-off-chicago-inc-
20180112-story.html 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Does Chili Davis have key to unlock Jason Heyward’s bat for Cubs? 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/does-chili-davis-have-key-to-unlock-jason-heywards-bat-for-
cubs/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, MORRISSEY: A good start might make all the difference for the Cubs this 
season 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/chicago-cubs-theo-epstein-kris-bryant-anthony-rizzo-joe-
maddon/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Cubs could end collusion chatter by taking Harper-Bryant bromance to next 
level 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/cubs-could-end-collusion-chatter-by-taking-harper-bryant-
bromance-to-next-level/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Crane Kenney on Cubs’ TV rights and new demand: ‘It’s a great time to be us’ 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/crane-kenney-on-cubs-tv-rights-and-new-demand-its-a-great-
time-to-be-us/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Tom Ricketts says Sammy Sosa ‘owes us a little bit of honesty’ for PED use 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/tom-ricketts-says-sammy-sosa-owes-owe-us-a-little-bit-of-
honesty-for-ped-use/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Theo on adding pitching as Cubs Convention opens: ‘We’re not done’ 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/theo-as-cubs-convention-opens-we/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Slow market won’t scare arb-record winner Kris Bryant away from free agency 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/slow-market-wont-scare-arb-record-winner-kris-bryant-away-
from-free-agency/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Russell looks forward to fresh start after off-the-field drama clouded 2017 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/russell-looks-forward-to-fresh-start-after-off-the-field-drama-
clouded-2017/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Willson Contreras: ‘I want to be the best catcher in the game for a long time’ 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/willson-contreras-chicago-cubs-yadier-molina-buster-posey/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, MORRISSEY: Trying to come to grips with the new-look Kyle Schwarber 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/chicago-cubs-kyle-schwarber-theo-epstein-joe-maddon/ 
 

 Daily Herald, Plenty of quips and quotes keep Cubs Convention entertaining and lively 
http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/20180114/plenty-of-quips-and-quotes-keep-cubs-convention-
entertaining-and-lively 
 

 Daily Herald, New Cubs coaches taking it all in at convention 
http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/20180113/new-cubs-coaches-taking-it-all-in-at-convention 
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 Daily Herald, Chicago Cubs' Ricketts says Sosa, others "owe us a little bit of honesty" 
http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/20180113/chicago-cubs-ricketts-says-sosa-others-x201cowe-
us-a-little-bit-of-honestyx201d 
 

 Daily Herald, Rozner: Cubs just fine with sluggish FA market 
http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/20180113/rozner-cubs-just-fine-with-sluggish-fa-market 
 

 Daily Herald, At convention, re-energized Cubs say they're ready for 2018 
http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/20180112/at-convention-re-energized-cubs-say-theyre-ready-
for-2018 

 

 The Athletic, Joe Maddon's 2018 message might be his most relatable one yet 
https://theathletic.com/209482/2018/01/12/joe-maddons-2018-message-might-be-his-most-
relatable-one-yet/ 
 

 The Athletic, Cubs' desire for closure begins at Steve Bartman and ends with Sammy Sosa 
https://theathletic.com/211254/2018/01/13/cubs-desire-for-closure-begins-at-steve-bartman-and-
ends-with-sammy-sosa/ 
 

 The Athletic, Kyle Schwarber, Wrigleyville's next top model? Let's try everyday left fielder first 
https://theathletic.com/210889/2018/01/12/kyle-schwarber-wrigleyvilles-next-top-model-lets-try-
everyday-left-fielder-first/ 
 

 The Athletic, ‘We’re not done’: Theo Epstein still thinks the Cubs will add a pitcher, he just doesn't 
know which one 
https://theathletic.com/210784/2018/01/12/were-not-done-theo-epstein-still-thinks-cubs-add-
pitcher/ 
 

 The Athletic, Bryce Harper to the Cubs? Count Kris Bryant in 
https://theathletic.com/210842/2018/01/12/bryce-harper-to-the-cubs-count-kris-bryant-in/ 
 

 The Athletic, Collusion? Wait 'til next year? Cubs weighing when to strike for next big free agent 
https://theathletic.com/211916/2018/01/14/collusion-wait-til-next-year-cubs-weighing-when-to-
strike-for-next-big-free-agent/ 
 

 The Athletic, Joe Maddon’s contract isn’t a distraction for the Cubs…not yet anyway 
https://theathletic.com/211434/2018/01/14/joe-maddons-contract-isnt-a-distraction-for-the-cubs-
not-yet-anyway/ 
 

 The Athletic, Cubs gearing up to launch their own TV network: 'It's a great time to be us' 
https://theathletic.com/211365/2018/01/13/cubs-gearing-up-to-launch-their-own-tv-network-its-a-
great-time-to-be-us/ 
 

 The Athletic, Chili Davis is willing to forget the past to help Jason Heyward return to his old self 
https://theathletic.com/211298/2018/01/13/chili-davis-is-willing-to-forget-the-past-to-help-jason-
heyward-find-himself/ 

 

 Cubs.com, Cubs put emphasis on developing young arms 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/cubs-put-new-emphasis-on-young-pitchers/c-264699242 
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 Cubs.com, Davis bringing new plate 'mentality' to Cubs 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/chili-davis-brings-new-mentality-to-cubs/c-264677364 
 

 Cubs.com, Cubs scout Zielinski honored at awards dinner 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/greats-honor-winners-at-scouts-awards-dinner/c-264689290 
 

 Cubs.com, Wrigley Field renovations progressing nicely 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/cubs-wrigley-field-renovations-progressing/c-264680766 
 

 Cubs.com, Cubbie blue: Players deliver baby news 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/baby-gender-reveal-highlights-cubs-convention/c-264678558 
 

 Cubs.com, Bryant sets 1st-year arbitration record 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/kris-bryant-sets-record-for-first-year-raise/c-264617048 
 

 Cubs.com, Schwarber, Cubs hope trim look brings big '18 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/schwarber-cubs-hope-slim-look-brings-big-18/c-264662420 
 

 Cubs.com, Cubs' Epstein waiting out pitcher market 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/cubs-theo-epstein-looking-to-add-pitching/c-264659560 

 

 ESPNChicago.com, Cubs owner wants Sammy Sosa to 'put everything on the table' 
http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/22080195/chicago-cubs-owner-tom-ricketts-says-sammy-
sosa-not-welcome-puts-everything-table-ped-usage 
 

 ESPNChicago.com, Source: Cubs' Kris Bryant gets $10.85M, most for first-time arbitration-eligible 
player 
http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/22063075/kris-bryant-chicago-cubs-reaches-deal-avoids-
arbitration 

 

 NBC Sports Chicago, Tom Ricketts offers up details on Wrigley Field renovations and new 
Wrigleyville hotel 
http://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/tom-ricketts-offers-details-wrigley-field-renovations-and-
new-wrigleyville-hotel 
 

 NBC Sports Chicago, Another year, another non-update on potential Sammy Sosa reunion from 
Cubs Convention 
http://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/another-year-another-non-update-potential-sammy-sosa-
reunion-cubs-convention 
 

 NBC Sports Chicago, Tom Ricketts explains why Cubs decided to give Steve Bartman a World Series 
ring 
http://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/tom-ricketts-explains-why-cubs-decided-give-steve-
bartman-world-series-ring-wrigley-theo-ronnie-woo-woo 
 

 NBC Sports Chicago, During frozen offseason, question isn't whether Cubs will get a starting 
pitcher, it's when ... and what kind 
http://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/frozen-baseball-offseason-hot-stove-starting-pitching-
pitcher-theo-epstein-jake-arrieta-yu-darvish-alex-cobb-gerrit-cole-mlb-trade-rumors 
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 NBC Sports Chicago, Kyle Schwarber downplays physical transformation, but mental game might 
be key to resurgence 
http://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/kyle-schwarber-downplays-physical-transformation-
mental-game-might-be-key-resurgence-theo-convention 

 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
What is Joe Maddon's slogan for 2018 season? Cubs can't wait 
By Paul Sullivan 
 
Cubs manager Joe Maddon was once dubbed “the ambassador of all good times" by former Rays pitcher 
Jamey Wright, alluding to Maddon’s ability to keep things light during the long, hard grind. 
 
One of Maddon’s traditions with Tampa Bay was coming up with a new slogan every year, which he 
typically announced at the beginning of spring training and reinforced on T-shirts handed out to players 
and staff. 
 
Maddon brought that tradition with him to Chicago, and it has been an unqualified success in his first 
three seasons at the helm. 
 
So what will Maddon come up with in 2018? 
 
“I was actually going to ask him that,” Ben Zobrist said Friday night at the Cubs Convention. “I was like, 
‘What have you been reading?’ Because I know usually it’s something he finds while reading.” 
 
Maddon is keeping his slogan top secret for now. There’s a month to go before pitchers and catchers 
report to camp in Mesa, Ariz., and he prefers to make a big splash there. 
 
But Maddon admitted last week he’s been reading Walter Isaacson’s best-selling biography on Leonardo 
da Vinci, calling da Vinci “the first super utility guy” because of his many talents. 
 
Zobrist, who is entering his 12th season with Maddon as his manager, speculated Maddon “is going to 
get something from that — something about inventing or painting.” 
 
Before a spring training game against Team Italy last year, the Cubs lineup card included a da Vinci quote 
written in Italian: 
 
"La semplicita e l'ultima sofisticazione." 
 
According to Maddon, it meant "Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication." Coach Brandon Hyde said he 
found the quote while “Googling” and included it because it sounded like Maddon’s philosophical 
mantra “Do simple better.” 
 
Maddon’s slogans are as big a part of his being as his signature glasses. 
 
In 2008 with the Rays, Maddon introduced his most famous slogan, "9=8," a cryptic message that meant 
nine players playing nine innings together would lead to the Rays being one of eight playoff teams in 
October. The ’08 Rays made the postseason for the first time in franchise history before losing to the 
Phillies in the World Series. 

http://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/kyle-schwarber-downplays-physical-transformation-mental-game-might-be-key-resurgence-theo-convention
http://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/kyle-schwarber-downplays-physical-transformation-mental-game-might-be-key-resurgence-theo-convention


 

 
The sequel to “9=8” in 2009 was “9>8” in 2009, implying they were now ready to go from being a World 
Series contender to the best team in the eight-team playoff field. In 2010 the mantra was “WIN,” a play 
on former President Gerald Ford’s “WIN” slogan that stood for “Whip Inflation Now.” Maddon’s 
acronym stood for “What’s Important Now,” meaning a championship. 
 
In 2011 it was “There Is Another,” and in 2014, Maddon’s last year in Tampa, it was “Eat Last,” a phrase 
lifted from a book entitled “Leaders Eat Last: Why Some Teams Pull Together and Others Don’t.” 
 
When he bolted the Rays for the Cubs in 2015, using an escape clause in his contract, Maddon started 
out with the relatively low-key “Respect 90,” referring to the need for the players to go all-out on the 
bases every at-bat. It was a yawner, and some players still stood at the plate watching home runs. 
 
After the Cubs unexpectedly made the National League Championship Series in 2015 and were 
christened NL favorites the next year, Maddon came up with “Embrace the Target.” He was trying to 
implant the notion that every Cubs player should simply accept the fact they’re supposed to win and go 
out and prove they were deserving of all the preseason attention. 
 
Instead, it was another Maddon slogan that took off. The thematic motif of 2016 turned out to be “Try 
Not to Suck,” a phrase some players insist was originally coined by catcher David Ross. 
 
The coarse slogan quickly turned into a ubiquitous T-shirt that was briefly banned at Busch Stadium, 
where security guards made Cubs fans either take off the shirts or turn them inside out before entering. 
 
The phrase was etched in colored chalk on the walls of Wrigley Field during the Cubs’ postseason run to 
the 2016 championship, and a photo of that wall was blown up and plastered in the hallway outside the 
Cubs clubhouse last year. 
 
Dozens of Cubs fans wore their “Try Not to Suck” T-shirts at this weekend’s Cubs Convention, and the 
mantra is now the title of an upcoming biography of Maddon, co-written by ESPN reporter Jesse Rogers. 
 
“Everyone remembers ‘Try not to suck,’ ” Zobrist said. “You can’t top it.” 
 
Zobrist wasn’t too keen on last year’s slogan, “Be Uncomfortable,” a plea to Cubs players to stay out of 
their comfort zone after winning it all the previous year. 
 
“I forgot about that until I pulled my T-shirt out again,” he said, laughing. “Then I was like ‘Oh, yeah, that 
was the theme.’ And we were.” 
 
The slogan backfired, as the Cubs got off to a bad first half and looked anything but comfortable until 
their second-half wake-up call. Maybe it was a self-fulfilling prophesy. 
 
Do the Cubs even need a catchy slogan? Has Maddon finally jumped the shark after the overwhelming 
success of ‘Try Not to Suck’? 
 
Zobrist insisted it’s imperative. 
 
“We still need him to give us the pathway, and he likes to do that by talking about a theme,” he said. 
“Something like that that gets our minds headed in the right direction heading into the season. I’m 
looking forward to hearing what he has to say. 
 



 

“I always enjoy it. I think it could be more important this year than ever to have something that we can 
really latch on to, after underperforming last year and feeling like we have so much more to do. We 
fought through a lot of stuff, showed a lot to win the division and get to (the NLCS). But in the end I 
think we just ran out of fumes. We didn’t have enough gas in the tank to go all the way back. 
 
“I don’t think it’s going to take much to motivate this group this year at all. But Joe is going to have to 
give us that pathway, that guide, and it’s going to work I think.” 
 
Maddon drew plenty of criticism in last year’s postseason, but the front office believes it’s unwarranted. 
There’s only one thing they want him to change. 
 
“I hate the gray hair,” general manger Jed Hoyer said. “I want the white hair back. That’s my only 
criticism of Joe. It’s not the same. It bothers me. 
 
“So I’m not going to criticize him other than to say ‘I don’t like the hair.’ ” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
New hitting coach Chili Davis wants to make Cubs hitters believers 
By Mark Gonzales  
 
New Cubs hitting coach Chili Davis hopes his pupils will come to spring training with a reinforced 
confidence accompanied by a determination to improve with runners in scoring position. 
 
“I might come off as a nice guy, but when I’ve got a bat in my hand, I’m not,” Davis said with a laugh 
Saturday at the 33rd Cubs Convention. “To me, it’s a pride factor as a player. I understand how good you 
are, but I also believe in how good I am too.” 
 
Davis, 57, has possessed that self-confidence dating at least to 1986 with the Giants when he explained 
why he went 9-for-16 against a dominant Dwight Gooden in Gooden’s first three seasons with the Mets. 
 
“He ain’t God, man,” said a younger Davis, who finished with a lifetime .448 batting average (13-for-29) 
against Gooden. 
 
Davis, who drove in 1,372 runs during a 19-year career, said he will try to learn from a group of young 
hitters who helped the Cubs to the 2016 World Series title but slumped in 2017 and contributed to the 
team’s .239 average with runners in scoring position and two outs. 
 
“I try to bring a mentality not as much as a philosophy in hitting,” said Davis, a former hitting coach with 
the Athletics (2012-14) and Red Sox (2015-17). “Everyone has a philosophy. A lot of them, to me, match. 
But I try to bring a mentality in how we approach games day in and day out. 
 
“Trust is huge. There’s no need for anyone to change a whole lot of things, but understanding I’ve got a 
(batter) behind me that if I put a little pressure on the guy on the mound and make him work, it might 
be a walk. It might be a single.” 
 
Several Cubs hitters lamented the dismissal of John Mallee but said they look forward to working with 
Davis. 
 



 

“Mallee (was) a very good hitting coach,” Davis said. “It’s surprising to me a team that had been to the 
playoffs three years in a row and won a World Series within a year was going to make a change.” 
 
But Davis has wasted little time diving into his new job, working twice a week with Jason Heyward in 
Arizona and devoting much of his video work to Kyle Schwarber and Heyward. 
 
And his resume caught the eye of Kris Bryant. 
 
“A 19-year (playing) career is impressive,” Bryant said. 
 
Under Davis’ watch the last three seasons, the Red Sox have led the majors in runs (2,411) and pitches 
per plate appearance (3.95), tied for first in on-base percentage (.334), were second in batting average 
(.268), third in OPS (.762) and third in plate appearances per strikeout (5.35). 
 
Davis was amused when recalling someone pointed out the Red Sox batted only .218 with runners in 
scoring position in 2016. 
 
“We were the best offensive team in baseball, period,” said Davis, whose hitters posted a .282 batting 
average and .348 on-base percentage. “My answer to that was we created that situation so much. That’s 
what I like to see, where you’re constantly putting pressure on pitchers. 
 
“(Pitchers) might whine or weasel their way out of it one time. But you do it again, you see how strong-
minded and strong-willed a pitcher is by how many situations you can put on him and he can work out 
of.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs' Dillon Maples receives memorable history lesson to Majors 
By Mark Gonzales  
 
Reliever Dillon Maples is a maven of American history, and he won’t forget the lesson he learned while 
being informed of his promotion to the Cubs late last August. 
 
Maples, who started the 2017 at Class-A Myrtle Beach but advanced quickly after striking out 100 in 63 
1/3 innings to go with a 2.27 ERA at three levels, merely was content to read a thick book on President 
George Washington at a Starbucks coffee shop after he and his Triple-A Iowa teammates learned their 
game at Memphis was rained out. 
 
As Maples settled in to read, he was approached by Jaron Madison, the Cubs’ director of player 
personnel. 
 
“Why don’t you ride back (to the hotel) with me?” Madison asked Maples. 
 
Maples replied, “Are we going to get my drink refilled and hang out?” 
 
Madison tells Maples that this was an urgent matter, and that they needed to leave. 
 
“I thought this was a little weird,” Maples said. “So we get back to the hotel.” 
 
After their arrival at the hotel, Madison informs Maples that he’s being promoted to the Cubs. 



 

 
“I’m ecstatic,” Maples recalled. 
 
Despite the need to pack his belongings for Chicago, Maples said he finally finished reading the book. 
 
“I love reading about battles and wars, and the leaders lead these people into battle,” said Maples, who 
became more impressed by Washington after finishing the book. 
 
“George Washington did everything,” Maples said of the first president of the United States. “He formed 
this great nation. He was a leader of similar rag-tags. It’s just awesome. His leadership and stoicism and 
everything he took on, and he still had built this nation.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Developing homegrown pitching for big-league club a priority for Cubs 
By Mark Gonzales  
 
The Cubs are redoubling their developmental efforts in order to bring homegrown pitching to the major-
league roster. 
 
“We’re digging in and re-evaluating everything we’re doing from a pitching standpoint,” said Jaron 
Madison, the Cubs director of player development. “We’ve come a long way, but now we need 
something to take us over that next level.” 
 
The hirings of pitching coach Jim Hickey, special assistant Jim Benedict and minor-league pitching 
coordinator Brendan Sagara address that goal, and Madison said more changes to help the 
infrastructure could arrive. 
 
The need is glaring, especially because Rob Zastryzny is the only pitcher to be drafted and reach the 
majors under this administration. President Theo Epstein said that’s misleading, though, because Kyle 
Hendricks spent most of his development with the Cubs after being traded from the Rangers, and Zack 
Godley (Diamondbacks) and Paul Blackburn (A’s) were used in trades to help the major-league team. 
 
“It’s definitely been frustrating, and that’s (the reason for) this whole re-evaluation of how we’re doing 
everything from the ground up, just to make sure everybody is on the same page,” Madison said. 
 
Madison is optimistic about ending the drought because seven of the Cubs’ top 10 prospects, according 
to Baseball America, are pitchers. 
 
“We’re doing everything possible to get the most out of our pitchers and get those guys,” Madison said. 
“We have guys who have taken steps forward, and those are the guys you’re going to hear about and 
see.” 
 
Coming soon? Top pitching prospect Adbert Alzolay could start the season at Triple-A Iowa with a 
chance to help the Cubs at some point soon. 
 
“If history has told us anything, there might be opportunities that come up in a bullpen role or even in a 
starting role, depending on how things go the rest of the offseason,” Madison said. 
 



 

“We’re on the player development side, we’ve seen this guy. He’s taken huge steps and put himself in a 
position where he can help the big-league club. So that’s our hope. Now it’s about opportunity, and 
Theo and Jed (Hoyer) will make those decisions when the time comes.” 
 
Extra innings: Dillon Maples said he has “moved on” after taking two weeks to process his 2017 season 
in which he advanced from Class A Myrtle Beach to the Cubs, flashing a 98 mph fastball and 90 mph 
slider. … Pitchers Jose Albertos, Brendan Little, Alex Lange and Cory Abbott will likely start 2018 at Class 
A South Bend. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs likely to start own media network after 2019 season 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Move over, YES Network? 
 
“It’s a great time to be us,” Crane Kenney said Saturday regarding the possibility the Cubs could start 
their own media network after their contracts with NBC Sports Chicago, ABC-7 and WGN-9 expire after 
the 2019 season. 
 
“We have a big passion for controlling our own destiny,” added Kenney, the Cubs president of business 
operations. “It’s sort of like conversations in the real estate market. We like controlling our own destiny. 
You start adding partners and it becomes a lot more complicated.” 
 
That likely indicates the Cubs are looking to walk away from their 20 percent share of NBC Sports 
Chicago, a share similar to ones owned by the White Sox, Bulls and Blackhawks. 
 
“(Bulls and White Sox Chairman) Jerry Reinsdorf has been an amazing partner, as has Comcast,” Kenney 
said. “It’s been a very successful thing. If it made the ultimate sense, it would (make sense to stay). But 
I’d say at the moment we’re 80 percent inclined to do it on our own.” 
 
Kenney said the Cubs have been looking forward to a major TV deal since the Ricketts family bought the 
franchise from the Tribune Co. in 2009. 
 
“We’ve never lost focus on this because it’s such a big (deal) and a game-changer for us,” Kenney said. 
“And two years ago, Theo Epstein … said the next TV deal could present a ‘paradigm shift.’ " 
 
Such a deal could fund the player payroll on an annual basis and allow Epstein, the president of baseball 
operations, a more robust budget to compete with the likes of the Yankees and their YES Network. 
 
The potential deal would come just in time for next winter’s potent free-agent market. It also wouldn’t 
hurt the Cubs’ quest to secure the young talent already on their roster. 
 
Kenney’s optimism is fueled by recent broadcast bidders such as Amazon and Facebook, which have 
shown NFL games. 
 
“Our ratings are up, which is good for us,” Kenney said. “What is interesting, though, is you see Disney, 
who wants control of local (programming) and had never really played into local, buying the Fox regional 
(networks). That’s created a change. So we’re going to wait for that transaction to close.” 
 



 

Disney’s bid to buy 21st Century Fox is $52.4 billion, which includes 44 regional Fox networks. Kenney 
also is closely watching AT&T’s $85.4 billion bid to purchase Time Warner. The timing for an auction for 
the Cubs’ local rights will be ripe once both deals are finalized. 
 
“That’s a little bit further this year,” Kenney said. “But we only have two seasons left, so something is 
going to happen very quickly here. We’re in conversations, if not every day, several times a week with all 
the rights people. 
 
“It’s a good time to have a great club on the field and our rights coming back. We don’t want to go into 
the 2019 season without a partner. So something probably happens this year. “ 
 
Four Cubs games that were broadcast on Facebook last season without much promotion produced 
“awesome” results, according to Kenney, who said a majority of viewers either were watching from 
work or weren’t cable subscribers. 
 
“The service was off the charts,” Kenney said. “We held them for a longer audience than even the 
national games do. The league had a Facebook deal, and we held our audience longer on the Facebook 
side.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs say Sammy Sosa not welcome back until he puts 'everything on the table' 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The red carpet won’t be rolled out at Wrigley Field for Sammy Sosa until he comes clean. 
 
Chairman Tom Ricketts issued a lengthy but vague reply Saturday at the Cubs Convention to a fan’s 
suggestion that the former Cubs slugger be welcomed back. 
 
“I just think we need to put everything on the table and move forward,” Ricketts said of Sosa and others 
who played in the steroid era. 
 
Sosa, who hit 545 of his 609 home runs with the Cubs as part of an 18-year career, never was suspended 
or charged with use of performance-enhancing drugs. But the New York Times reported in 2009 that 
Sosa tested positive for use of a PED in 2003. 
 
Ricketts has remained firm in his stance regarding Sosa, who played 13 seasons for the Cubs but wore 
out his welcome after the 2004 season. 
 
"I think we have to be sympathetic to that era,” Ricketts told the audience. “But the players owe us 
some honesty too. 
 
“The only way to turn this page is to put everything on the table. That’s the better answer in the long 
run.” 
 
Manny Ramirez, who twice tested positive for PEDs, was a player-coach at Triple-A Iowa in 2014 and a 
special hitting consultant with the Cubs in 2015-16. But the Cubs hired him only after Ramirez took 
responsibility for his actions, President Theo Epstein said three years ago. 
 
-- 



 

 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs Convention lacks buzz without a big-name acquisition 
By Paul Sullivan 
 
The Cubs Convention is basically a three-day commercial to sell tickets for the upcoming season. Yet 
something’s conspicuously missing from this year’s lovefest. 
 
My best guess is the lack of the new top-of-the-line starting pitcher Cubs fans were promised has 
dimmed their enthusiasm a bit. The event was considerably quieter than previous versions, especially 
since Theo Epstein’s regime staged its first production in 2012. 
 
What this convention desperately needs is a buzz — not that Bryzzo and mini-Schwarbomb aren’t 
buzzworthy. 
 
Has anyone seen Jake Arrieta lurking? 
 
“Haven’t talked to him,” Anthony Rizzo said. “I thought they were going to maybe surprise the fans here, 
so I’ve been looking out for him.” 
 
Alas, Arrieta was nowhere to be found on Day 2 of the convention. Nor were Yu Darvish or Alex Cobb, 
each of whom would be a suitable replacement. 
 
With all the incoming revenue from the Wrigley Field renovations, why can’t the Cubs spend whatever’s 
needed to bring back Arrieta or sign one of the other top starters? 
 
“Obviously Theo has the resources to do what he has to do to win on the field,” Chairman Tom Ricketts 
told reporters after the owners’ Q-and-A session with fans. 
 
“We’ll see what happens this year. I don’t know what’s going to happen with the free-agent market. … 
Everybody’s got constrained resources, and they have to be put together in the right way, and we have 
to think about 2018 and beyond 2018. 
 
“I just trust those guys (Epstein and general manager Jed Hoyer) to do what’s right with the dollars.” 
 
Ricketts said avoiding the luxury tax was one reason for the current market, which has gone from slow-
moving to barely breathing. He also pointed to next year’s free-agent class, which should include Bryce 
Harper, Manny Machado and Josh Donaldson, as a contributing factor. 
 
“A lot of teams out there would rather have dry powder a year from now,” Ricketts said. “Luxury tax is a 
component. Also ... a lot of times the last few years there’d be a new TV deal somewhere or some other 
team gets a slug of money from some other pocket. 
 
“There aren’t those kinds of fresh revenues this year. So there are a lot of pieces and parts. But 
ultimately I think teams are just trying to keep their powder dry.” 
 
I asked Ricketts if that meant he was saving his money for Harper. He just smiled, or gave a reasonable 
facsimile of a smile. I wasn’t really sure. 
 



 

The Harper-as-a-Cub rumor has been a recurring theme at CubsCon. Kris Bryant lauded his hometown 
friend again, and when a kid asked Epstein on Saturday where he could buy a Harper jersey, he was told 
to ask Bryant. 
 
“He seems to have a few,” Epstein said. 
 
Harper’s agent, Scott Boras, naturally also is Arrieta’s agent. When I asked Boras in November about the 
Cubs’ ability to re-sign Arrieta, he said the Rickettses have increased the franchise value “by a billion 
dollars in three or four years” and pointed to their TV contract coming up soon. 
 
“And they have this amazing group of everyday players who are young and gifted,” Boras said. “They 
have all these choices. (With) the amount of money that’s rolling in, the revenues annually and in the 
future, the Cubs can do whatever they choose to do in this free-agent market and the next ones. 
 
“And to not have championship pitchers on your team? There aren’t many of them. There are (none) 
with the championship numbers of Jake Arrieta in this market.” 
 
The Cubs seem baffled by Arrieta’s availability in mid-January. 
 
“I have no idea what’s going on,” Rizzo said. “I don’t how guys are still unsigned.” 
 
Collusion? 
 
“Probably,” he said. “But I don’t even know about that. I’m not smart enough to know about all that.” 
 
Asked by a reporter Saturday if he’d heard the collusion theories this winter, Ricketts replied: “No one 
has brought that up until you, but there’s nothing to it. I think everyone just has finite resources. And 
they’re just looking at the playing field for the market, and they’re all making whatever decisions they 
make for their team.” 
 
So far, it seems Arrieta miscalculated his value in this market. Ben Zobrist said “everyone” on the team 
hopes Arrieta returns. 
 
“No one has a question about that,” he said. “It’s just what (contract) is going to do it. That’s the big 
question mark right now on everybody’s mind.” 
 
Zobrist subscribes to the theory that the longer Arrieta remains unsigned, the better the chances the 
Cubs bring him home, like they did with Dexter Fowler shortly before the 2016 season. 
 
“It seems like the way this offseason has gone in terms of (the lack of) signings, it kind of plays into our 
organization’s hands a little bit,” Zobrist said. “You want him and some of these other guys you know to 
get the best deals possible, but if there’s not the ‘best deals’ out there, maybe we can get him back.” 
 
So far, the only thing that could count as a surprise at this year’s convention is the re-emergence of 
legendary Cubs fan Ronnie “Woo” Wickers, who was ejected from the bleachers last year and appeared 
to be persona non grata at Wrigley Field. 
 
On Saturday, after Laura Ricketts gave Mr. Woo a chance to ask a question at the end of the owners’ Q-
and-A session, he began a chant of “Laura, woo! Ricketts, woo!” It provided an instant flashback to the 
second Cubs Convention in 1987, when former Cubs President Dallas Green ordered Wickers to stop his 
signature chant during a Q-and-A with incoming manger Gene Michael, who was dumbfounded. 



 

 
After the public falling out, Tom Ricketts welcomed Wickers back in the fold. 
 
“Ronnie is an icon,” he said. “Obviously he had some issue last year at some point, but he’s part of the 
family.” 
 
So Ronnie Woo is part of the family again, while Arrieta remains in limbo. 
 
It’s a strange new world for the Cubs. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Kris Bryant sets arbitration record, wonders if there's room for Bryce Harper in 2019 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
After netting a record contract for a first-year arbitration-eligible player, Kris Bryant coyly danced 
around the possibility of Las Vegas friend Bryce Harper joining the Cubs in 2019. 
 
“I don’t make those decisions, and I don’t think I ever could make those decisions,” Bryant said Friday, 
hours after he and the Cubs agreed to a $10.85 million contract before the start of the Cubs Convention. 
“But who wouldn’t want Bryce Harper on their team? He’s 25, and six years in the league he’s a 
superstar. He would bring a lot to any team. That will be an interesting to follow next offseason.” 
 
While Harper awaits free agency with the Nationals, Bryant said he enjoyed the arbitration process for 
the first time. 
 
“I don’t look at money records,” Bryant said. “The records on the field are way more important because 
when you’re doing that, you’re helping the team. It really is the cherry on top when you get paid millions 
of dollars to do something you have loved since you were 4 years old. I feel so grateful and so honored 
to be with this team.” 
 
Bryant received a $9.8 million raise from last season in surpassing the $10 million contract given to Ryan 
Howard of the Phillies in 2008. There was plenty of celebrating in his family, as father Mike was elected 
to the Acton-Boxborough (Mass.) High School Hall of Fame. 
 
Reliever Justin Grimm was the only one of six arbitration-eligible Cubs who did not agree to terms by 
Friday’s deadline. Grimm is seeking $2.475 million, while the Cubs submitted an offer of $2.2 million. 
The two sides can continue to negotiate until a scheduled hearing in February. 
 
Shortstop Addison Russell also agreed to terms on a $3.2 million contract as did left-handed reliever 
Justin Wilson ($4.25 million), pitcher Kyle Hendricks ($4.175 million) and infielder Tommy La Stella 
($950,000). 
 
Montgomery meeting: Left-hander Mike Montgomery hopes he and the Cubs can find a balance after he 
expressed a strong preference to start. 
 
“I want to compete and if I earn the (fifth) spot, I earn the spot,” said Montgomery, who said he had a 
“good” conversation with team officials. “If I have to do something else, I’ll do it and adapt.” 
 



 

Montgomery’s status could hinge on whether the Cubs acquire another starting pitcher. President Theo 
Epstein said the Cubs haven’t ruled out re-signing Jake Arrieta. 
 
“I’m sure he has a number of suitors, and this is a special time for him,” Epstein said. “He’ll take the right 
time to find the right contract and place.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Winter market has been frigid, but Cubs players stoking competitive fire 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
President Theo Epstein stressed patience as he and his staff try to fortify the Cubs pitching staff during 
what has so far been a tedious winter. 
 
“Realistically we’d like to add another pitcher,” Epstein said Friday night as several thousand fans 
attended the opening ceremony of the Cubs Convention at the Sheraton Grand Chicago. “I like the 
talent we have now, but we can certainly add to the depth. You can do that through depth moves or 
through adding another real quality pitcher. 
 
“We’ve made moves in spring training before. If it comes to that, for everyone’s sake, I hope things 
happen in an orderly fashion before spring training and the players can be settled. I’m done predicting 
this winter. It’s taken on its own life.” 
 
While player movement has been at a minimum this offseason, Cubs players already have begun the 
quest of regaining the World Series trophy they won in 2016. 
 
“We’re a better team than we showed last year,” Ben Zobrist said. “Even though we won the division 
and made it to the (National League) Championship Series, it just wasn’t good enough for what we know 
we’re capable of. 
 
“There were a lot of effects that went into it, but we still feel we’re the best team. And if you’re the best 
team, you’ve got to prove it. So we didn’t prove it last year. Obviously, that’s going to up the motivation 
going into this year.” 
 
Several players have taken it upon themselves to make amends for falling short. The most noticeable 
and publicized transformation involves the frame of once-stocky left fielder Kyle Schwarber, who 
changed his lifestyle after a season in which he endured a brief midseason demotion but still hit 30 
home runs. 
 
“I want to be the best player I can be, and it starts there,” said Schwarber, who appears to have dropped 
about 40 pounds and wore a sport coat a couple of sizes too big. “It’s not going to help me hit .500. 
You’ve just got to take control of things you can control, and this is one thing I can control. People are 
making it out to be a big deal. This part of the job for me, I just wanting to keep getting better and 
better. 
 
“I want to get quicker on the base paths and the outfield.” 
 
Schwarber is willing to bat anywhere in the lineup and still professed a love for catching. But Epstein said 
Schwarber likely would catch only in an emergency. 
 



 

Jason Heyward, who showed small improvements after revamping his swing and stance last winter, has 
been working with new hitting coach Chili Davis at the Cubs’ spring training facility in Mesa, Ariz. 
 
“Chili played for 19 years, switch-hit and brings a different perspective and mindset,” Heyward said. “For 
me, Chili is just somebody who is team-oriented, and bat-wise, has a plan and wants to get that across 
to the group.” 
 
Kris Bryant knows he set a high standard by winning the NL Rookie of the Year and Most Valuable Player 
awards in his first two seasons. He went without hardware after his third season despite batting .295 
with 29 home runs. 
 
“It’s that whole cycle of baseball that makes us happy and kills us at the same time,” Bryant said. 
 
While the Cubs are coming off three consecutive appearances in the NLCS, Bryant said this offseason has 
a much different feel than last winter, when the team was celebrating its first title since 1908. 
 
“Everyone is chasing the Astros now,” Bryant said. “It’s not a position you want to be in, but we’re 
definitely more motivated now that we’re not that team that won the championship.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Anthony Rizzo has only two things on his mind: Charity and championships 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Before Anthony Rizzo was the target of jokes Thursday night at his fourth Laugh-Off for Cancer, the Cubs 
slugger made sure to get in his shots with some good-natured ribbing of departed assistant hitting coach 
Eric Hinske. 
 
“I’m so happy for Hinske to get that job in Anaheim,” Rizzo deadpanned. “And he gets (Shohei) Ohtani, 
(Mike) Trout and (Albert) Pujols. I don’t know how much work he’s going to be doing over there.” 
 
Rizzo has earned the right to poke fun at one of his mentors, whose suggestion three years ago to move 
closer to the plate helped Rizzo become one of the National League’s most formidable hitters. A 
franchise pillar since joining the Cubs shortly after architect Theo Epstein’s arrival six years ago, Rizzo 
helped transform a 101-loss team into a World Series champion. 
 
This marks an important juncture in the life of Rizzo, 28. The Cubs’ efforts for a second consecutive 
World Series title fell short in October as the Dodgers humbled them in five games in the NL 
Championship Series. 
 
“We want to get back to the top,” Rizzo said. “It’s getting to that time already where it’s about to be 
spring training and the fun starts.” 
 
But before the camaraderie resumes next month in Mesa, Ariz., there’s the business of raising money 
for the Anthony Rizzo Family Foundation. Winning the Roberto Clemente Award and Marvin Miller Man 
of the Year honor in 2017 hasn’t slowed Rizzo’s humanitarian efforts. Thursday’s event — attended by 
Cubs Chairman Tom Ricketts, about a dozen teammates and former NBA star Shawn Marion — raised 
about $500,000 to help families faced with cancer. 
 



 

“He gives a lot back and he’s very stingy with his time, so when you get it, you get the best of him,” 
former teammate and Cubs special assistant David Ross said. “You get value. He just got back from 
vacation and is ready to tune up for spring training, and yet he flies up here for Cubs Convention and 
gives back to his charity. 
 
“His charity is No. 1 in his heart. Anybody who knows him knows how important his charity is and those 
kids. So it’s no secret to me he manages his time around those events.” 
 
Rizzo says he has learned to handle his baseball and charity obligations with less stress than in the past, 
thanks to the help of Abby Suarez, the executive director of his foundation after serving as the Cubs’ 
manager of fundraising and events. 
 
“It’s nice that I’m not overwhelmed with trying to face an ace (pitcher) and the foundation at the same 
time,” Rizzo said. “They mesh together.” 
 
Two key at-bats in the NL Division Series against the Nationals illustrated Rizzo’s determination to get 
the job done, no matter how daunting the task. 
 
In Game 1, he was resigned to fouling off three two-strike pitches, with the slightest hope of putting a 
ball in play against Ryan Madson, before slicing a double down the left-field line to score Jon Jay with an 
insurance run in the eighth inning of a 3-0 victory. 
 
“I want to be in those big spots,” Rizzo said. “And the more I keep telling myself that and fooling myself 
and believing in myself, the more positive the results will be.” 
 
In Game 3, he hit a blooper into shallow center off left-handed reliever Oliver Perez that fell untouched 
to score Tommy La Stella with two out in the eighth inning of a 2-1 victory. Rizzo yelled, “Respect me!” 
in response to the Nationals’ decision to pitch to him with first base open. 
 
“That was just emotions,” he said. “I know now with my track record, I’ll be where I need to be.” 
 
For the first time in four years, Rizzo will have a new set of hitting coaches after the departure of Hinske 
to the Angels and the dismissal of John Mallee, now with the Phillies. 
 
“I’m going to miss Mallee and Hinske tremendously,” he said. “They’re family to me, how much they 
developed me during my career.” 
 
But Rizzo expressed excitement over the opportunity to work with new hitting coach Chili Davis and 
assistant Andy Haines, who was promoted from the minors. 
 
The Cubs’ revamped bullpen also gives Rizzo hope of achieving the first of his two main goals: another 
World Series title. 
 
“The roller-coaster ride is a lot more fun with your hands up than clenching on to the seats all the time,” 
Rizzo said. 
 
The other goal? 
 
“To win the Roberto Clemente Award again, be a two-time winner,” Rizzo said. “Just keep raising 
money. Hopefully we can install the Hope 44 program (which provides counseling and other support to 
families) in all hospitals throughout Chicago (and Florida), trying to spread it out as much as we can.” 



 

 
The crusade is important to Rizzo, who was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s lymphoma in 2008 as a Class A 
player in the Red Sox organization. In addition to raising millions of dollars for research and assistance to 
pediatric cancer patients and their families, Rizzo makes in-season visits to centers such as the Ann and 
Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago, where his foundation committed $4 million for the Hope 
44 program. 
 
Rizzo took a few trips to the Caribbean this winter with his fiancee, Emily Vakos. Now it’s almost time to 
resume the pursuit of another World Series title. 
 
“You have to keep pushing,” Ross said. “He has done a whole lot, and I know he’s striving to get better. 
As a guy who follows him closely, I love the fact he puts a lot on him to carry the team and the 
organization. He’s such a good face for the franchise with all he does on and off the field, and he has 
that (drive) to get more trophies. 
 
“That’s all he thinks about now. I’ve talked to him a lot, and all he thinks about is winning more 
championships. That’s what you need from a guy who has been here the longest and really is the heart 
and soul of the team.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Comics take swings at 'skinny' Kyle Schwarber, Kris Bryant at Anthony Rizzo's benefit 
By Phil Thompson 
 
“Curb Your Enthusiasm” actor and Cubs fan Jeff Garlin was a last-minute scratch as host of Anthony 
Rizzo's Laugh-Off for Cancer on Thursday night at Studio Paris, but the show didn't lack for zingers at 
Rizzo and his teammates' expense. 
 
Former Cub David Ross attended the event, which raised $500,000 for families battling cancer, as did 
retired NBA star Shawn Marion and, of course, many current Cubs, including Joe Maddon, Kyle 
Schwarber, Kris Bryant, Carl Edwards Jr., among others. 
 
From this year’s “top Cubs headlines,“ Brad Morris, one of the fill-in hosts for Garlin, who reportedly 
threw out his back, said, “Speaking of major renovations, the Cubs relocated the bullpen under the 
bleachers. This year the club plans to spend even more money helping the bullpen relocate the strike 
zone.” After some “oh’s” from the audience, Morris said, “I did not write that one.” 
 
After noting that Rizzo’s engagement to Emily Vakos threatens the Rizzo-Bryant bromance, co-host Matt 
Hovde cracked, “Don’t worry about Kris, he’s fine. We all know he’s already happily married … to Bryce 
Harper. That is a match made in heaven, if heaven were a place that gave bad haircuts.” 
 
Morris took a funny swipe at quirky Cubs assistant Tim Buss: “The strength and conditioning coach 
should look like a person who has strength and does conditioning. To me.” 
 
Schwarber’s new slimmed-down physique was a frequent target on the night. Morris quipped, “Can we 
live with a skinny? … You look fantastic, I guess, if you’re trying to be a model. How about hitting a ton of 
(expletive) homers. You used to be ‘Schwarbs,’ now you’re ‘Kyle.’” 
 
Former Cubs pitcher Ryan Dempster stepped in with a stand-up routine and singled out Schwarber for 
his troubles in left field. “I love the comment that you made that you want to win the Gold Glove. That is 



 

so good. Shawn, ‘Matrix,’ I want to play in the NBA. You can help me out — Kyle’s gonna win a Gold 
Glove.” 
 
Dempster asked Bryant if he borrowed his jacket from “Game of Thrones.” “You’re like Ned Stark and 
Tommy La Stella is Tyrion Lannister, right? Just a little cute guy. (Expletives) off for a few weeks, and you 
don’t know where he went, then he comes back, all of a sudden he’s getting big base hits.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Does Chili Davis have key to unlock Jason Heyward’s bat for Cubs? 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
For months, the Cubs’ focus has been on filling roster holes and on which big-name player might be 
coming next. 
 
But whether they head to spring training with a new starting pitcher, such as Yu Darvish or Alex Cobb, or 
a new closer, such as Greg Holland, the list of questions involving players already on their roster is just 
as long and might loom just as large. 
 
The three-day Cubs Convention, which ended Sunday, only served as a strong reminder of that, whether 
involving questions about the leadoff spot, the closer role or Kyle Schwarber’s new waistline. 
 
But the $184 million elephant in the room as the Cubs get to Mesa, Arizona, figures to be Jason 
Heyward. His modest improvement last season after a miserable 2016 needs to accelerate under new 
hitting coach Chili Davis to keep him from becoming a payroll burden during what should be at least 
another four years in this competitive window. 
 
Davis, who has been working at least weekly with Heyward in Arizona since November, wasn’t hired 
specifically with Heyward in mind. But Cubs president Theo Epstein suggested Davis’ line-drive approach 
as a big-league hitter has a chance to resonate. 
 
‘‘[Davis is] another voice and a really good hitting coach,’’ said Epstein, who had no plans to replace 
hitting coach John Mallee until Davis became available when he was fired in a coaching-staff shakeup 
with the Red Sox. ‘‘He works well with guys who are line-drive hitters, who drive the ball more so than 
maybe guys who launch the ball. So they have a good chance to mesh. We’ll see.’’ 
 
As Heyward begins to age out of traditional career-prime years after this season, this might be the last, 
best shot for him to find the physical adjustment or mental approach to become the hitter the Cubs 
envisioned when they signed him. 
 
Davis said he has spent more time evaluating and communicating with Heyward and Schwarber than 
any other Cubs hitters. 
 
‘‘I need to learn Jason more than Jason needs to learn me,” said Davis, a three-time All-Star who had a 
.360 on-base percentage and hit 350 home runs in 19 major-league seasons. ‘‘We’ve talked a lot about 
his swing, and we’ve looked at videos. But I think more what Jason and I are trying to do is to get Jason 
to understand the type of hitter that will make him the best offensive player that he can be.’’ 
 



 

Davis said he thinks Heyward has drifted away from some of the natural ability he showed early in his 
career, when he hit 27 homers and had an .814 OPS for the Braves in 2012, as he tried to make 
adjustments. 
 
‘‘We’re trying to bring him back a little closer to that,’’ Davis said. ‘‘But I’m a hitting coach. I don’t see 
fastballs and sliders and all that anymore. It’s going to be up to him. 
 
‘‘One thing we stress a lot every day with him is working with a purpose and working with focus and 
maintaining both of those two things. I like what I see right now.” 
 
And as much as anything, Davis is reserving judgment as he and Heyward get to know each other. 
 
‘‘I’ve heard a lot of different opinions about Jason Heyward,’’ Davis said. ‘‘The one thing I want to point 
out to him is that I’m the kind of person [who doesn’t] care what anyone says about you. 
 
‘‘Relationships, to me, are kind of like meeting your wife or girlfriend: Whoever she dated prior to you 
doesn’t matter. It’s what happens from that point on.’’ 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
MORRISSEY: A good start might make all the difference for the Cubs this season 
By Rick Morrissey  
 
I waited until May 8, 2017, to remind the Cubs that the 2016 season was over and that the merrymaking 
should stop once and for all. I thought waiting five weeks into the season showed a lot of restraint on 
my part. 
 
The defending World Series champions were 16-15 at that point, having just been swept in three games 
by the Yankees at Wrigley Field. In a column, I called it “a reminder that this season isn’t going to be one 
of those high-end boat cruises along the Danube. There are good teams out there, and they don’t care 
that the Cubs are the defending champions. Or if they do care, it’s only because the Cubs are in the way 
of what they want. It’s time to stop celebrating.’’ 
 
Oh, the abuse. Who did I think I was? The Cubs hadn’t won a World Series since the Pleistocene Epoch 
and here was this knucklehead telling the team and the fans to get serious? Readers and radio talk-show 
chuckleheads let me have it. It was only May! 
 
The bigger point was that the Cubs needed to get down to business and that games in the first two 
months of the season count just as much as they do in August and September. If everyone really was 
serious about sustained success and championship windows, locking in on the present might be a good 
idea, I said. 
 
So it was interesting to hear team president Theo Epstein talking the other day about the need for the 
Cubs to get off to a good start in 2018. My ears perked up. A fast start is important? 
 
“If you don’t take care of business in the first half, you have to put the foot on the accelerator hard the 
whole second half,’’ Epstein said Friday at the Cubs Convention. “That can leave you a little bit worn out 
as you enter the most important time of the year, which is October. 
 



 

“It gets lost in the shuffle, but (last season) we played great, postseason-type baseball in mid-September 
to win the division. We played some great games against the Cardinals and the Brewers, but then by the 
time we got to October, we weren’t able to consistently replicate that. Whereas the year before, we had 
a chance to rest guys, get everything lined up in order and that helped us out in October. 
 
“I think there will be no need to explain the importance of a good start and a good first half this year.’’ 
 
But just in case, he was mentioning it to the media. And if the message should happen to find its way to 
the players, Epstein probably wouldn’t be opposed. A fast start is important. We laymen, the ones who 
thought mediocrity in April and May might catch up to the Cubs last season, apparently weren’t crazy 
after all. 
 
The slow start in 2017 — and a 40-41 record at the halfway point of the season — had an adverse effect. 
Pitchers couldn’t be rested as the season wore on. The staff turned into a tired mess as the playoffs 
went along, and manager Joe Maddon’s love of bringing different arms to different innings blew up in 
his face. 
 
The Cubs do indeed have a window in which to win another World Series or two. It is doable. But lots of 
things have to go right, including the start to the season. 
 
More importantly, the Cubs have to cut down on the things that can go wrong. That’s why it’s crucial 
that they add another starting pitcher to their roster. Not doing so would add to the possibility of things 
going sideways this season. 
 
“There’s legitimate risk with injury or underperformance to our pitching staff that we’re going to be 
scrambling midseason,’’ Epstein said. “You don’t want to be scrambling. We need to continue to add 
quality and depth and try to mitigate as many of the risks as we can. You never eliminate all the risks, 
otherwise you’d win it all every year.’’ 
 
It’s funny how far many of us have come in a matter of five years or six years: from being braced for the 
kind of futility that had defined the franchise for more than a century to thinking that the Cubs have a 
chance of winning it all every year. We’ve come so far that we can say this without blushing: Maybe the 
Cubs would have won the World Series last season if they had gotten off to a better start. 
 
The good news is that the team’s young core — Kris Bryant, Anthony Rizzo, Javy Baez, Addison Russell, 
Willson Contreras, Kyle Schwarber et al – should have more shots at a title in the next several years. 
 
“A lot of these guys are still improving,’’ Epstein said. “As they move through their mid-20s into their 
late 20s, we expect them to get better and better. I think the No. 1 reason we’re going to be better in 
2018 than we were in 2017 will come from our core guys improving more so than additions from the 
outside. I firmly believe that.’’ 
 
That core getting off to a fast start in 2018 would make forgetting 2017’s slow start a lot easier. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs could end collusion chatter by taking Harper-Bryant bromance to next level 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 



 

It took only a few minutes into the first question-and-answer session with fans Saturday at the Cubs 
Convention for all the Vegas trolling to reach the Sheraton Grand Chicago. 
 
Fan: “Theo, when do you think I can get my Bryce Harper jersey?” 
 
Team president Theo Epstein (once the laughter died down): “You need to ask Kris Bryant. He seems to 
have quite a few.” 
 
Bryce Harper to Chicago? The Cubs’ $400 million question for next year’s free-agent market? 
 
“Who wouldn’t want to have the guy on your team?” said Bryant, the Cubs third baseman who followed 
Harper’s 2015 MVP season with one of his own. “Me just getting into pro baseball and getting to be 
around him more, I realize what an asset he would be for anybody that has him. 
 
“I would love having him on our team.” 
 
For more than a year, the childhood pals from Las Vegas have hash-tagged and Twitter-teased the idea 
of taking their bromance to the next level when Harper becomes a free agent after this season. 
 
Maybe that’s why the Cubs have kept their spending low this winter and seem to be waiting for a -
discount before they reel in a frontline pitcher they want by spring training. 
 
Maybe that’s what all 30 teams are doing, with almost every top free agent still unsigned. Maybe 
they’re waiting for next year’s superclass, which includes Harper, Manny Machado, Josh Donaldson and 
possibly Clayton Kershaw? 
 
“I talk to Theo a lot, and it’s been a very interesting offseason,” chairman Tom Ricketts said. “Just a lot of 
teams are keeping their powder dry for next year. That’s probably the biggest driver.” 
 
For now, whispers of collusion continue as three-year deals remain the maximum-length contracts and 
the top free agents at almost every position are still without jobs. 
 
Ricketts flatly denied collusion is involved. 
 
“There’s nothing to it,” he said. “I think everyone just has finite resources and they’re looking at the 
playing field for the market and they’re making whatever decisions they want to make for their own 
team.” 
 
Maybe it’s the relatively tight luxury-tax levels in the new collective-bargaining agreement that are 
keeping teams from jumping into the deep end of the market, despite annual industry revenues that 
have reached $12 billion. 
 
If it’s not an organic market force, keep an eye on Harper. Because proof would seem certain to come by 
this time next year, whether Harper is taking center stage at the Cubs Convention or headed to New 
York. 
 
“There’s been some macroeconomic trends in the game probably after the last collective-bargaining 
agreement,” Epstein said. “Teams are just trying to position themselves the best way they can, probably 
with one eye on next year’s free-agent market and trying to get their payroll where they want it to be. 
 



 

“It’s hard to say there’s any one reason. It’s probably a combination of factors, but I don’t know that 
we’ve seen anything quite like this.” 
 
Landing another starting pitcher remains the Cubs’ highest priority as they wrap up the convention 
Sunday and prepare for spring training in a month. 
 
The trade Saturday night that sent Gerrit Cole from the Pirates to the Astros might influence the market, 
if only to take one suitor off the board for right-hander Yu Darvish — if not Jake Arrieta and Alex Cobb. 
 
“The whole industry has really been moving at a snail’s pace, and sometimes you just have to play along 
with the pace of play,” Epstein said. “We’re still working hard on a few different things. The team’s not 
done.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Crane Kenney on Cubs’ TV rights and new demand: ‘It’s a great time to be us’ 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
Two massive media mergers that could be completed this year might have the Cubs in the right place at 
the right time to capitalize on the “game-changer” TV-rights deal business operations president Crane 
Kenney has talked about for years. 
 
“It’s a great time to be us,” Kenney said Saturday, outlining how the pending AT&T-Time Warner and 
Disney-Fox mergers might affect the Cubs’ ability to optimize bidding for broadcast and streaming rights 
starting in 2020. 
 
“The encouraging signs are this: more bidders in the marketplace than ever, which is good for an 
auction; our ratings are obviously up, which is good for us,” he said. “What is interesting, though, is 
you’re seeing Disney, who wants control of local [rights], who never really played in the local [rights 
business], buying the Fox regionals.” 
 
Kenney said the streaming distribution platforms such as Amazon and Facebook also are part of a 
market for Cubs rights that has grown dramatically just in the past year. 
 
He said the team needs to wait until at least one of the mergers is finalized to take the next step toward 
seeking bids for potentially multiple distribution deals. But Kenney doesn’t want to go into 2019 without 
a partner lined up, “so something probably happens this year.” 
 
If the Cubs are successful, it could have a domino effect in the market, with Kenney saying the team is 
“probably 80 percent inclined” to leave its NBC Sports Chicago partnership with the Bulls, Blackhawks 
and White Sox. 
 
“We like controlling our own destiny,” he said. “You start adding partners, it becomes a little more 
complicated.” 
 
Notes: Manager Joe Maddon, responding to a fan question Saturday at the Cubs Convention, said he 
hasn’t talked to the front office about a contract extension and is not focused on that. Maddon has two 
years and $12 million left on his five-year deal. “I don’t want to go anywhere else,” he said. “I’m a Cub 
right now, and I want to be a Cub for many years to come.” 
 



 

υ Two new elevators by Opening Day and eight new concession stands by the end of July are scheduled 
for 2018, as are bigger dugouts pushed farther down both lines and full-size batting cages. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Tom Ricketts says Sammy Sosa ‘owes us a little bit of honesty’ for PED use 
By Madeline Kenney 
 
Cubs chairman Tom Ricketts believes Sammy Sosa owes him and the fans “a little bit of honesty” if the 
franchise’s all-time home-run leader wants to be welcomed back to the organization. 
 
Sosa has made it clear that he wants to be part of the Cubs’ family, but the feeling hasn’t been mutual. 
 
Last February, Sosa told blogger and former Cubs front-office official Chuck Wasserstrom that he’d love 
to return to Wrigley Field but is too prideful to ask for an invite. 
 
Ricketts said Saturday during a panel at the Cubs Convention that Sosa needs to “put everything on the 
table” regarding his alleged use of performance-enhancing drugs, a stance Ricketts has maintained since 
the issue first arose. 
 
That’s why it was unusual for Ricketts to appear sympathetic toward Sosa when a fan asked if it’s time 
for Sosa to come back. 
 
“I really believe all the players from that era who were in that kind of steroid era … I think we owe them 
a lot of understanding,” Ricketts said. “We have to put ourselves in their shoes and be very, very 
sympathetic to everything, all the decisions they had to make, and certainly as it turned out after testing 
had begun in 2002, a large number of players test positive.” 
 
But Ricketts’ understanding tone took a quick 180-degree turn. 
 
“Players of that era owe us a little bit of honesty, too,” he said. “I feel like the only way to turn this page 
is just to put everything on the table. That’s the way I feel.” 
 
Sosa, who spent 13 of his 18 major-league seasons with the Cubs, has always denied using steroids, 
despite reports that he failed a drug test in 2003. 
 
The Cubs welcomed back Carlos Zambrano, who also had left the team on bad terms. Zambrano has 
since apologized, and he was at the convention this weekend. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Theo on adding pitching as Cubs Convention opens: ‘We’re not done’ 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
Cubs Convention opening ceremonies came and went without the classic surprise unveiling of a new 
member of the organization or new role for someone — unless you count Scott Harris’ promotion to 
assistant general manager. 
 
But team president Theo Epstein said Friday he has no intention of stopping there. 



 

 
“We’re not done,” said Epstein, who has been in the market for a frontline starting pitcher, with free 
agents Yu Darvish and Alex Cobb prominently in the mix. 
 
“We have confidence in this group if this is the 25 we end up taking to spring training. But realistically, 
we’d certainly like to add another pitcher. I like the talent that we have right now, but I think we could 
certainly add to the depth.” 
 
That might mean adding multiple depth pitchers or “another real quality pitcher,” he said. 
 
Either way, his front-office team will continue to work on it all the way into and through spring training if 
targets are still available and the need is still there. 
 
“We’d make a move tonight if we could,” he said. “But it’s not there. We’ve made moves in spring 
training before, if it comes to that. I hope for everyone’s sake that things happen in an orderly fashion 
before spring training and players get settled.” 
 
Asked about a return of free agent Jake Arrieta, Epstein didn’t rule it out. Arrieta, who has received 
short-term offers from at least six teams — including the Cubs — isn’t considered close to signing with 
any of them. 
 
“I’m done predicting this winter,” Epstein said. “It’d kind of taken on a life of its own. We’ll see what 
happens.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Slow market won’t scare arb-record winner Kris Bryant away from free agency 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
Maybe the slow-moving free-agent market this winter will make some players start to rethink their 
dreams of the open market? 
 
Maybe those long-shot odds of the Cubs eventually signing homegrown star Kris Bryant to a long-term 
extension just got a lot better? 
 
Maybe. Not. 
 
“No, not at all,” Bryant said Friday of this market’s influence on his thinking — on the day he agreed to a 
record $10.85 million salary as a first-year arbitration-eligible player. 
   
It’s an open secret the Cubs would love to work out a multiyear deal with the 2016 National League 
MVP, preferably one that extends beyond the club control that runs through 2021. 
 
They signed his cornerstone Bryzzo counterpart, Anthony Rizzo, to a seven-year, $41 million deal before 
Rizzo had a full season in the majors. Rizzo has since become a three-time All-Star, making $7 million this 
year on a contract that includes a pair of option years that could extend him through 2021. 
 
But Bryant, whose deal to avoid arbitration broke Ryan Howard’s decade-old record with the Phillies by 
$850,000, always has said he is comfortable going year-to-year through arbitration. 
 



 

“I guess for some players it might be stressful, but I really enjoyed the whole process of it,” Bryant said. 
 
Why wouldn’t he? He made $1.05 million last year, which also was a record for a pre-arbitration-eligible 
player. 
 
“I’m happy for KB,” team president Theo Epstein said. “I thought he got a fair and record award, which 
just shows a lot of special things he’s been able to accomplish and special teams he’s been on as well.” 
 
If that continues at anything close to the current rate, the Cubs will have Bryant for exactly four more 
shots at trying to win another  World Series title — likely paying him top arbitration dollar annually for 
the pleasure. 
 
“When you look at this year, yeah, it is a little strange,” Bryant said of a free-agent market in which 
every player expected to command at least four years and more than $20 million per year is still 
unsigned. “But there’s cycles in this game. It seems to be just a weird market right now. 
 
“I think the biggest thing as players is just belief in yourself, and if you go out and perform on the field, 
then you’re going to be wanted as a player. That’s been my mindset since I was in high school: Perform 
on the field and you’ll get what you deserve. That’s how I’m looking at it.” 
 
Many in the game are looking at this year’s slowdown as the beginning of a possible trend, caused more 
by relatively low luxury-tax payroll thresholds in the second-year collective bargaining agreement 
(relative to fast-growing revenues), than by the desire to save for next year’s more superstar-studded 
class. 
 
“I really don’t see it that way,” said Bryant, who could top his free agency class in a few years. “When 
you look at revenues in baseball, they just continue to expand and [to] just astronomical numbers. The 
next free agent class is going to be pretty interesting.” 
 
That could be the truer test of any trend, he implied. 
 
“There’s some huge names,” said Bryant, who is only under club control for a seventh season (through 
2021) because the Cubs kept him in the minors for two weeks as a rookie to manipulate his service time. 
 
“I mean, [Clayton] Kershaw [with an opt-out clause] — anybody would love to have that guy. [Josh] 
Donaldson, [Bryce] Harper, [Manny] Machado. I mean, it’s unbelievable to think what they’re going to 
get, and hopefully, they’ll go out there and get what they deserve.” 
 
Maybe even set the bar for the next class of MVP free agents. 
 
Until then, he’ll worry about trying to set records on the field. 
 
“I want to be the best on the field. I want to be the best player in the league,” he said. “And there’s 
nothing in my mind that’s going to stop me.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Russell looks forward to fresh start after off-the-field drama clouded 2017 
By Madeline Kenney 
 



 

Cubs shortstop Addison Russell is looking forward to a fresh start. 
 
He might be one of the first to tell you that 2017 didn’t go as planned. 
 
“In some ways, I wish it would’ve been over sooner,” Russell said Friday. 
 
On the field, Russell struggled to stay healthy. He spent the bulk of August and half of September on the 
disabled list nursing a foot injury. 
 
Off the field, his relationship with his estranged wife, Melisa, began to crumble in the public eye after 
allegations of cheating and domestic violence surfaced. 
 
Russell denied it from the start. 
 
“Any allegation I have abused my wife is false and hurtful,” Russell said in June. 
 
Shortly after the allegations were made public, Melisa filed for divorce. Nine months later, an MLB 
investigation remains open after gaining little traction. 
 
“I haven’t really heard of anything,” Russell said. “It’s just been a little whisper here and there. They 
haven’t spoken with me personally. 
 
“I’m really not paying attention to any of that stuff. All of that is in the past and behind. I don’t see any 
of that stuff sparking up this season.” 
 
Russell said it wasn’t a distraction during a rough season and won’t affect his play this year. 
 
“You kind of have to think about it as something that you overcame — you overstepped,” said Russell, 
who agreed to a one-year, $3.2 million deal to avoid arbitration. “That’s where I’m at in my life with it. 
That’s going to peek its head around the corner every now and again, but that’s last year. This year, it’s 
nothing but good vibes.” 
 
An offseason goal was self-improvement. He spent most of his time off the radar, much of it with his son 
and daughter. 
 
“Being a father is first and foremost of my life,” Russell said. “I love being a father. I think I was put on 
this earth to be a father. My daughter and son spend a lot of time together, and they’re happy 
together.” 
 
As for Melisa, Addison said they have a “good, clean relationship” as far as communication. 
 
Russell hopes to put last year’s drama behind him. He said he believes he has matured since last June 
and is ready to take his career to the next level. 
 
“I’m really excited going into the season with a clean slate,” Russell said. “I’ve learned about myself as a 
human being, as a man and as a ballplayer. With that being said, I think I’m at a pretty good advantage 
with what I want to do with my career.” 
 
NOTE: Including Addison Russell, the Cubs reached agreements with five of their six arbitration-eligible 
players, leaving only right-hander Justin Grimm unsigned. 
 



 

The others signed: Kris Bryant ($10.85 million), Justin Wilson ($4.25 million), Kyle Hendricks ($4.175 
million) and Tommy La Stella ($950,000). 
 
Grimm ($2.475 million) and the club ($2.2 million) exchanged arbitration figures but are expected to 
avoid a hearing. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Willson Contreras: ‘I want to be the best catcher in the game for a long time’ 
By Steve Greenberg 
 
This is sure to rub somebody out there the wrong way. Willson Contreras will come off as cocky, or too 
big for his polyester britches. He may even be accused of being disrespectful to a pair of opposing 
players who are catching royalty. 
 
So try to understand this, will you, please? Contreras, the Cubs’ 25-year-old catcher — and, if he’s right 
about the season to come, their next superstar — was simply being honest when he explained why he 
no longer studies video of the Cardinals’ Yadier Molina and the Giants’ Buster Posey at work behind the 
plate. 
 
“I used to watch a lot of those guys,” he said on opening night of the annual Cubs Convention, “but now 
I’m watching myself because I know that I’m going to be better than them. That’s my plan. That’s my 
[mindset].” 
 
Better than Molina, an eight-time All-Star and eight-time Gold Glove winner. Better than Posey, a five-
time All-Star and former MVP. Better than anybody, is Contreras’ big idea. 
 
“I know that I have a lot of talent,” he said, “and I thank God every day for giving me this kind of talent 
that I have. In my mind, I want to be the best catcher in the game for a long time — like it was with 
Yadier Molina, like it is with Buster Posey.” 
 
The talent has been undeniable since his first big-league at-bat, in June 2016, when he homered on the 
first pitch he saw. Still an incredible thing, isn’t it? And who can forget the game-tying pinch single in the 
ninth inning of Game 4 of that year’s NLCS? Or the pickoff of the Dodgers’ Justin Turner at second base 
in Game 4 of that year’s NLCS? Or the 491-foot homer off the video board at Wrigley in Game 4 of the 
2017 NLCS? Go on, pick a favorite Contreras play if you can. There are many to choose from. 
 
 Contreras is coming off a sophomore season in which he batted .276 with 21 homers and 74 RBI despite 
starting only 95 games and missing just over a month with a hamstring injury. One thing he didn’t do is 
make his All-Star debut. The look in his eye Friday suggested he was about to tear seven months’ worth 
of pages off the calendar and already scratch that milestone off his list. 
 
“I feel like I’m going to be able to do big things from Day 1,” he said. “I just want to be healthy all year; 
that’s the main goal. If I’m healthy all year, I’m going to have a great year. Hopefully, this year I can 
make the All-Star team.” 
 
The man has 30 homers on his mind, and 100 driven in. He wants to catch 120 to 130 games. He wants 
opponents to throw their best shots at the Cubs all season “because we have one of the greatest teams 
in MLB.” And he wants 15 years as the man at his position — all with the Cubs, thank you very much — 
“because that’s the kind of person I am.” 



 

 
But the best in the league? Is that really within Contreras’ grasp? 
 
“I really do think so,” pitcher Kyle Hendricks said. “He has all the tools. He has every angle covered.” 
 
“Oh, man, are you kidding me?” third baseman Kris Bryant said. “He’s already a star. He’s right up there 
in that category right now.” 
 
High on Contreras’ list of his own favorite big-league moments: the times Molina and Posey looked him 
in the eye during games and let him know — no big deal, right? — that they thought he was pretty darn 
good. 
 
“Awesome, just an awesome feeling,” Contreras said, “especially coming from them. It gives me a lot of 
motivation to be the best.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
MORRISSEY: Trying to come to grips with the new-look Kyle Schwarber 
By Rick Morrissey 
 
Kyle Schwarber looks like you and me now. Well, at least you, provided you’re svelte and toned and on a 
diet that sticks its nose up in the air at fast food. Are you? I didn’t think so. 
 
Anyway, the guy whose Babe Ruth resemblance extended to his tape-measure home runs and stocky 
build now looks more like someone who runs a hedge fund than the bases. He was at the Cubs 
Convention on Friday, looking very dapper in a coat and tie, and I wanted to ask him if my portfolio had 
too much risk to it. 
 
Thanks to diet and exercise, he has lost about 20 pounds. As much as the Cubs are gushing about his 
fitness for the 2018 season, it’s going to take some getting used to for those of us who equated his 
digging in at the plate to a tank parallel-parking. 
 
This is the Babe going on a no-beer, no-hot-dog diet, and I’m not sure I like it. Don’t misunderstand: It’s 
a good thing for Schwarber — and probably for the Cubs — that he has shed weight and added 
flexibility. But his 6-foot, 235-pound build was part of his legend. This is the circus strongman you 
wanted on your softball team, and this is the guy you wanted to buy a beer for afterward. 
 
If you want to be a sourpuss, and I often do, you can wonder out loud if this means that Schwarber 
wasn’t in shape before. But baseball shape is a wide spectrum. Now he’s doing more agility and core 
workouts. Now there is a lot more salmon and a lot less pizza. 
 
‘‘It was more of a personal choice,’’ he said. ‘‘I want to be the best player I can be, and I think that it 
starts there. It’s not going to help me hit .500. You’ve just got to control things you can control; this is 
one thing I can control. People are making it out to be a big deal. This is just part of the job for me, just 
wanting to keep getting better.’’ 
 
Schwarber had a well-documented rough season in 2017, hitting .211 and, at one point, being sent to 
Class AAA. It would be difficult to assign those difficulties to his weight, seeing as how he had become a 
playoff cult hero in Chicago with the same physique. 
 



 

Team president Theo Epstein said the Cubs planned to have a conversation with Schwarber about losing 
weight after last season, but he approached them about it first. 
 
‘‘We’ve talked about some of these things in the past — getting a little bit more flexible, getting in shape 
that will allow him to be a little bit more effective in the outfield,’’ Epstein said. ‘‘Sometimes it takes, as 
he said, a whole lifestyle change, and you can’t be forced into that. That has to come when you’re ready 
for it. 
 
‘‘He’s really put everything into this lifestyle change — the way he eats, the way he sleeps, the way he 
trains, the way he lives his life day to day. It’s the type of changes that can allow you to have a really 
long career and maximize your career. We’re happy for him and excited to see what happens next.’’ 
 
Epstein said he thinks there can be a correlation between being lighter and being more effective at the 
plate. 
 
‘‘It’s such a fine line,’’ he said. ‘‘There were so many balls last year that he just clicked and fouled 
straight back, balls that maybe in the past he had driven. If he’s a little bit more athletic and a little bit 
more limber, it can only help. And another year removed from his knee issue, as well.’’ 
 
After going through rehab for his knee injury in 2016, Schwarber said last year that he was in the best 
shape of his life. That was then. 
 
‘‘You can say different things about shape and what the definition of that means,’’ Schwarber said. ‘‘I’m 
just out there trying to feel good. Obviously, I felt good last year bodywise because my knee was 
healthy. Now, we’re trying to push beyond that.’’ 
 
Schwarber said he wants to be quicker on the basepaths. If his weight loss can stop his pursuit of fly 
balls in left field from turning into the Odyssey, that would be good. 
 
‘‘It’s trying to be healthier in general, making better choices,’’ he said. ‘‘I wouldn’t say I was the 
unhealthiest person; I just think there’s always room to improve. This is just kind of a small step. . . . But 
I’ve still got to go out there on the field and perform.’’ 
 
As for where Schwarber will bat in 2018, manager Joe Maddon has said he’s not opposed to hitting him 
leadoff again, and Schwarber agrees. But it was a colossal failure last season, and it’s hard to understand 
why the Cubs would revisit that. If there’s going to be a new Schwarber, let it be a total makeover. 
 
He wants to be the best version of himself, but he said he wouldn’t have changed a thing about the 
previous version, even with his struggles last season. 
 
‘‘I guess I wouldn’t take anything back from the last couple of years,’’ he said. ‘‘Obviously, it wasn’t 
where I wanted to be, but I think it’s only going to be beneficial for the future and moving forward.’’ 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Plenty of quips and quotes keep Cubs Convention entertaining and lively 
By Bruce Miles 
 
Another Cubs convention has come and gone, and my oh my, they certainly have evolved over the 
years. 



 

 
We've gone from fans nearly in tears at the idea that the Cubs might trade Todd Walker to fans now 
asking about "spin rates" and "core competencies." 
 
Despite the Cubs falling short of the World Series last year, the mood over the weekend was upbeat, 
and why not? The organization has reached the point where it should contend year in and year out. And 
if you get into the playoffs, you have a chance. 
 
The Cubs run a good convention, covering everything baseball and business. Here are a few topics, notes 
and quotes that stood out for me. 
 
Where is the market? 
 
This has been one of the slowest-developing free-agent markets in years. The Cubs struck early, signing 
pitchers Tyler Chatwood, Brandon Morrow, Steve Cishek and others. 
 
When winters come up high and dry, talk naturally turns to collusion among teams. There's so much 
money in the game, and the penalty for collusion is so severe, that owners would be downright dumb to 
break the rules. 
 
Cubs people downplayed talk of collusion, and team president Theo Epstein provided an explanation for 
the slow market. 
 
"It's a number of factors," Epstein said. "Every team has to make decisions in their own best interests. 
That's what's going on. There are some macroeconomic trends in the game. Probably, after the last 
collective-bargaining agreement, teams are just trying to position themselves the best way they can, 
probably with one eye on next year's free-agent market and trying to get their payroll where they want. 
 
"It's hard to say there's any one reason. It's probably a combination of factors. I don't know that we've 
ever seen anything quite like this." 
 
They said it: 
 
The question-and-answer sessions with fans always produce some good one-liners and rejoinders from 
the panelists. 
 
When asked about the Cubs upgrading the decrepit visitors clubhouse, chairman Tom Ricketts said: 
"We're thinking about adding some hot water this year." 
 
Epstein was asked about coming up with a Bryce Harper jersey for the impending free agent from the 
Washington Nationals. 
 
"Ask Kris Bryant," Epstein said, referring to the Cubs' star third baseman and Harper's Las Vegas buddy. 
"He seems to have quite a few." 
 
One fan asked manager Joe Maddon about bunting more. 
 
"Why do you want to bunt so much, brother?" Maddon responded, adding that No. 2 hitters aren't the 
light-hitting Dal Maxvill anymore. 
 



 

When asked what his favorite road trip was, Maddon answered: "Barcelona, Spain. I'm all for expansion 
to Europe." 
 
Grow your own: 
 
One of the thorns in the sides of Cubs baseball management is the few number of innings tossed by 
pitchers they've drafted/signed and developed. Part of that is by design, as the Cubs went with position 
players in the first rounds of the Epstein-era drafts. 
 
A young fan pointed out that since 2012, "the Cubs have had just 30 innings from pitchers they've 
drafted." 
 
On the current 40-man roster, pitchers the Cubs have drafted/signed and developed are Adbert Alzolay 
(no big-league experience), Oscar De La Cruz (no big-league experience), Dillon Maples (drafted by the 
previous regime), Jen-Ho Tseng, Duane Underwood (no big-league experience) and Rob Zastryzny. 
 
"That stat about 30 innings is a little misleading," Epstein said. "We did trade for Kyle Hendricks when he 
was in low-A ball. Zack Godley we did draft, and he was traded away (to Arizona). We've had pitchers 
we've developed and have gone on to have success in the big leagues." 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
New Cubs coaches taking it all in at convention 
By Bruce Miles  
 
For the first time since the Great Coaching Staff Purge of 2017, Cubs manager Joe Maddon had his new 
staff together in public Saturday. 
 
The Cubs convention was a bit of a "wow" experience for new third-base coach Brian Butterfield. 
 
"It was electric," he said of Friday night's opening ceremonies. "That was a great eye-opener. Being on 
the other side and coming to Chicago, I've always understood it's a very passionate sports town. Last 
night was unbelievable. I went back to the hotel and told my wife, "We're in for some real fun here.'" 
 
Last fall, Maddon and the Cubs fired hitting coach John Mallee, pitching coach Chris Bosio and third-base 
coach Gary Jones. 
 
Bench coach Dave Martinez took the manager's job in Washington, and he'll be joined by former Cubs 
quality-assurance coach Henry Blanco. Assistant hitting coach Eric Hinske now is the top hitting coach of 
the Los Angeles Angels. 
 
Chili Davis is the new Cubs hitting coach, and Chicagoan Jim Hickey is the new pitching coach. 
 
Maddon said during last fall's National League championship series that all of his coaches would be 
welcomed back, a sentiment echoed by team president Theo Epstein. But Bosio was fired soon after the 
playoffs ended, and Maddon later said the availability of Davis and Butterfield prompted additional 
changes. 
 
He explained more Saturday. 
 



 

"We've had a wonderful staff for many years," he said. "I really believe that these guys are going to add 
a lot to us energy wise. They're going to add a lot to us, obviously, intellectually in a baseball sense. 
You're always looking to expand upon what you've done in the past. 
 
"I really believe some of these coaches are the kind of guys that when you went undergrad then you go 
to graduate school, some of these guys can give us kind of that graduate-school kind of finishing touch. 
Again, the group that left was outstanding. They helped get us through these last three years very well. 
But the new group in place going into this year, I really believe is the kind of group that can put the 
finishing touches on a lot of our guys." 
 
Maddon inherited a coaching staff -- except for Martinez -- when he took over as Cubs manager in the 
fall of 2014. High-profile managers generally demand their own guys when they take a new job, but 
Maddon stuck by his old group through three years that included three straight NLCS appearances and a 
World Series title in 2016. 
 
At least one new coach was surprised the Cubs made changes. 
 
"As far as I'm concerned, Mallee I looked at as a really good hitting coach" Davis said. "It was surprising 
to me that a team that had been to the playoffs three years in a row and had won a World Series with 
him here was going to make a change. The opportunity came up. I couldn't have had a better 
opportunity." 
 
He talked a bit about his own approach. 
 
"As far as the players, more so than swing mechanics, I think I bring -- and I've always said it in the 
Oakland interviews I've had and the Boston interviews -- a mentality, not as much a philosophy in 
hitting. Everybody has a philosophy. A lot of them, to me, match. I try to bring a mentality in how we 
approach games day in and day out. Trust is huge, trust in each other." 
 
Hickey, a South Side Cubs fan, worked under Maddon at Tampa Bay. He said he had other opportunities, 
but the idea of coming home was too good to pass up. 
 
"Look around this room," he said acknowledging the fans. "This is why. I was born and raised in Chicago, 
so that was a factor. My relationship with Joe was a factor, too, but actually coming to Chicago, meeting 
Theo, meeting Jed (general manager Hoyer), seeing the physical building that they had just erected next 
to Wrigley Field where it houses all the baseball operations, just getting a sense of the enthusiasm and 
the vibe in that building, that was really what tipped the scales. 
 
"A chance to win, obviously, that's what we all want. This organization is dedicated to winning, not just 
now and the foreseeable future but in perpetuity, I would think. Just a great group, just a great vibe, and 
it was a relatively easy choice. There were other ones, but it was almost a no-brainer for me." 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Chicago Cubs' Ricketts says Sosa, others "owe us a little bit of honesty" 
By Bruce Miles  
 
The question about Sammy Sosa being welcomed back to the Cubs comes up every year at the team's 
convention. 
 



 

With Carlos Zambrano -- another prodigal son -- coming to the convention this year and getting a warm 
reception from the fans, Sosa's name was sure to come up again. 
 
Cubs chairman Tom Ricketts has steadfastly avoided talking too much about Sosa since his family took 
over the team in late 2009. 
 
Ricketts said as much about it during Saturday's session with fans as he has since taking over. 
 
"I really believe that all the players from that era who were in that performance-enhanced era, that 
steroid era as people call it, I think we owe them a lot of understanding," he said. "I think we have to put 
ourselves in their shoes and be very, very sympathetic to everything, all the decisions they had to make. 
As it turned out, after testing was begun ... a large number of players tested positive. I think we all have 
to be really, really sensitive and sympathetic in understanding their situation. 
 
"But I also believe players from that era owe us a little bit of honesty, too. I kind of feel like the only way 
to turn this page is to just put everything on the table. I think that's kind of a better answer in the long 
run. We'll see what happens in the future." 
 
Sosa has said he never failed a drug test, but his name appeared in a New York Times report, citing 
anonymous lawyers, that he had tested positive during a "survey test" in 2003. 
 
Both Sosa and Zambrano walked out on the Cubs during games, and Sosa was caught using a corked bat 
in 2003. 
 
Looking to stay: 
Cubs manager Joe Maddon is entering the third season of his five-year contract. He was asked by a fan 
Saturday if there had been talks about a contract extension. 
 
"I don't try to strike up those kind of conversations," he responded. "I've got a job to do. I've got two 
years left on my contract. I'm totally looking forward to honoring those next two years. I've been very 
fortunate in the first place that the Ricketts family and Theo (team president Epstein) and Jed (GM 
Hoyer) gave me this opportunity. 
 
"I don't want to go anywhere else. That's obvious, and that's true." 
 
Around the ballpark: 
The Cubs are in the midst of the fourth year of the Wrigley Field renovations. For this season, Cubs 
business president Crane Kenney said two new elevators behind home plate will be operational by 
Opening Day. 
 
New, bigger dugouts will be pushed down the first- and third-base lines toward the foul poles as the 
Cubs open their new premium club under the seats behind the plate. 
 
Kenney said cellular reception will be improved this season. 
 
The Hotel Zachary, across Clark Street, will be ready by Opening Day, and it will house a McDonald's 
restaurant, which is scheduled to be open by St. Patrick's Day. 
 
Kenney said eight new concession stands in the main concourse will be finished by July, with portable 
stands operating until the permanent stands are ready. 
 



 

-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Rozner: Cubs just fine with sluggish FA market 
By Barry Rozner 
 
Ask a few agents, and they will quickly call it collusion. 
 
Ask a few general managers, and they will just as quickly suggest the market was long overdue for a 
correction in the market for 30-year-old free agents with a questionable shelf life. 
 
Ask the more reasonable among both, and they will absolutely point to the current CBA, which punishes 
teams for stupidity. 
 
The Cubs Convention that kicked off Friday night is usually the unofficial end to winter for baseball fans 
and the beginning of spring training, even with camp a month away. 
 
But free agency is still in full effect, such as it is, and the winter feels far from over. 
 
The biggest names in a mediocre free-agent class are still available and there's been so little movement 
that Cubs fans were holding their breath and hoping for a huge announcement at the opening 
ceremonies. 
 
It didn't happen -- and it's not because of collusion. 
 
It's because of the "Competitive Balance Tax." If you want to think of the CBT as a salary cap that the 
players association fought against for more than four decades, you wouldn't be entirely wrong. 
 
It's a soft cap and it's working like a hard cap this winter, just the way commissioner Rob Manfred and 
his small-market owners hoped it would work. 
 
The threshold for the tax is $197 million in 2018, up marginally from the last CBA, while salaries and 
revenues have grown significantly. 
 
Teams like the Cubs, Dodgers and Yankees are desperate to stay under the tax this year so they can be 
ready for the monster class that hits free agency next winter. 
 
It's possible that the 2018 market could include Bryce Harper, Clayton Kershaw (opt-out), Manny 
Machado, Charlie Blackmon, A.J. Pollock and Cody Allen, not to mention Andrew Miller, Josh Donaldson, 
Craig Kimbrel, Daniel Murphy, Andrew McCutchen and David Price (opt-out). 
 
Teams want to stay under the tax this year so they don't get into repeater territory before they line up 
for the chance to sign a franchise player, and their public stance against getting into the tax is viewed by 
some agents as an informal agreement. 
 
Mostly, agents are upset they can't use big-market clubs for leverage in current negotiations. GMs say 
simply that they are saving important dollars for a rainy, bomb-cyclone day. 
 
By staying under the threshold, teams reset their current tax rate back to 20 percent of the future 
overage. 
 



 

It's 30 percent in the second year and 50 percent in the third year. Depending on how much they go 
over the limit, the tax could be as high as 90 percent, and there can also be draft pick penalties. 
 
Considering the Cubs, Dodgers and Yankees already think they're good enough to reach the World 
Series, and given the possible tax penalties, it's actually quite logical that they manage this winter 
conservatively. 
 
In the Cubs' case, they would love to add another veteran starter -- like Jake Arrieta or Yu Darvish -- if 
the price were right, and almost certainly want more bullpen help beyond the arms they've already 
added. 
 
They will wait to see if a pitcher falls into their laps, but as has been the case since he arrived, Theo 
Epstein has more in mind than the roster as it stands today. 
 
He will be ready when the taxman cometh. 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
At convention, re-energized Cubs say they're ready for 2018 
By Bruce Miles 
 
With that "World Series hangover" no longer hanging over the Cubs this year, it's onward to 2018. 
 
That seemed to be the collective mindset Friday during the opening evening of the annual Cubs fan 
convention in downtown Chicago. 
 
Last year's convention -- followed by the White House visit right afterward -- was a continuation of the 
never-ending party that came on the heels of the Cubs winning the 2016 World Series. 
 
On the field, the team got out of the gate slowly last year before righting itself and advancing to the 
National League championship series for the third straight year, losing to the Los Angeles Dodgers. 
 
"The World Series is still fresh in our minds, but it happened awhile ago," said third baseman Kris Bryant, 
who agreed to a one-year, $10.85 million contract earlier Friday. "It's do it all over again. You can't use 
that as an excuse anymore. It's never good to use it as an excuse. I don't like excuses, but I guess you 
look at what we did last year. I don't know if many people expected us to make it that far because of 
where we were in the first half (of the 2017 season). We weren't playing the best baseball, but NLCS 
three years in a row is pretty special." 
 
The Cubs say there were lessons learned from last year. 
 
"You can do a lot of great things, even when it's hard, because last year was hard, coming off winning 
the World Series," said right fielder Jason Heyward. "I just feel like a lot of different things we had to go 
through to make sure we wanted to get where we got. We didn't get where we wanted to be. Live and 
learn from that. I feel like experience is going to be our best asset." 
 
Manager Joe Maddon said earlier in the week that he would stress "energy and enthusiasm" in spring 
training and beyond. Team President Theo Epstein talked Friday of another important piece of business. 
 



 

"The importance of getting off to a good start," he said. "And how if you don't take care of business in 
the first half, you have to put the foot on the accelerator hard the whole second half. And that can leave 
you a little bit worn out as you enter the most important time of the year, which is October. 
 
"It gets lost in the shuffle, but we played great postseason-type baseball in mid-September to win the 
division. We played some great games against the Cardinals and the Brewers. By the time we got to 
October, we weren't able to consistently replicate that." 
 
Avoiding salary arbitration: 
The Cubs have come to terms with five of their six players who are eligible for salary arbitration. The 
headliner was Bryant, who set a record for a player in his first year of arb-eligibility. He topped Ryan 
Howard's $10 million deal in 2008. 
 
"I don't look at money records," Bryant said. "I guess the records on the field are way more important 
because when you're doing that, you're helping the team. It really is the cherry on top when you get 
paid millions of dollars to do something you've loved since you were 4 years old. I just feel so grateful 
and so honored to be with this team." 
 
Bryant made $1.05 million last year. Others settling were pitcher Kyle Hendricks ($4.175 million), 
reliever Justin Wilson ($4.25 million), infielder Tommy La Stella ($950,000) and shortstop Addison 
Russell ($3.2 million). 
 
Reliever Justin Grimm is seeking $2.475 million while the Cubs are offering $2.2 million. 
 
"With all our guys, we prefer to get deals done rather than go into a hearing room," Epstein said. "I've 
never been in a hearing room since starting to run teams. Not that we're afraid to, we might end up 
there someday if you have to, but you're on the same side as these guys 99.9 percent of the time. You'd 
hate to let that .1 percent of the time change you relationship or get in the way of winning and helping 
each other out, and that's what we're in it for." 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Joe Maddon's 2018 message might be his most relatable one yet 
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
The line outside the St. Vincent Center wound down the sidewalk as many of the city's hungry and 
homeless waited for the opportunity to meet Joe Maddon, Ryne Sandberg and other Cubs staff — and 
more importantly, be fed a hearty meal of meatballs and pierogis. They stood in architecture-rich 
Chicago outside a century-old building that's provided these types of social services since before the 
Great Depression. 
 
The surroundings felt apropos as Maddon stood underneath a trio of ornate stained-glass windows and 
reinforced the idea of appreciating every achievement, no matter how monumental, as he prepared for 
his annual “Thanksmas” dinner. 
 
“As we move along with our lives, we become jaded to what we have accomplished,” Maddon told 
gathered media on Wednesday night. “I don’t want to get jaded by anything. Whether it’s 'Thanksmas,' 
three trips to the playoffs or a 1956 Bel Air. Don’t ever get jaded. I think that’s a tendency that we run 
into. I really want to tap into our human spirit and really understand that this is about energy and 
enthusiasm. If we bring that to bear on a daily basis, we’re going back like we did that last couple years.” 



 

 
It's a simple concept, but one that's probably dismissed with an eye roll too often. But this is one slogan 
pushed by Maddon that should truly be taken to heart. 
 
Maddon has always been one to celebrate victories, large or small. In Maddon’s worldview, every 
accomplishment, no matter how minute, deserves some recognition. Whether it’s a win in mid-May, a 
critical game in September or a World Series clincher, some form of pleasure must be extracted from 
these moments. 
 
Even as the Cubs continue to look for ways to upgrade their current roster, Maddon knows his team has 
the talent and depth to get back to where they want to be. He doesn’t stress about the team’s natural 
abilities. It’s whether they process the day properly and attack these opportunities with the same vigor 
as they did before winning became the expectation that will be the difference maker. 
 
“We’ve been there three years in a row, right?” Maddon asked. “OK, we’re pretty good. Got some good 
guys coming back and we’ve acquired some good guys. If you show up with energy and enthusiasm 
every day … I mean, they’re going to do their work, they’re going to study the data, they’re going to look 
at the video. What can I possibly ask them to do? But if you show up with the right mental attitude every 
day, that’s when all that stuff really kicks in. So if I’m going to make an emphasis on anything, that’s it.” 
 
Maddon hasn’t come out and said what his slogan for 2018 will be, but it appears that the concept of 
“energy and enthusiasm” will be the basis of whatever he’s planning. He said he doesn’t want things to 
get too complex, so this is a simple, easily digestible message. If they follow this idea, trying to reach the 
pinnacle once again may not seem so daunting. Or at least it won’t be the focus. 
 
“Don’t apply so much undue pressure to yourself trying to replicate what you did the year before,” 
Maddon said. “Just go out there and let it happen. Don’t try to do more than you can. I think that got in 
the way last year, trying to defend [the title]. So it’s a simple message again of energy and enthusiasm.” 
 
There was a time not long ago when the playoffs weren’t a bare minimum for the Cubs. In the 69 
seasons prior to this stretch, the Cubs had just five seasons in which they won at least 90 games and six 
playoff appearances. This is now a group with three-straight NLCS appearances, each with a strong 90-
plus-win regular season. 
 
It’s easy for Maddon’s message to get diluted for some who see it as nothing more than an excuse to 
crank out more t-shirts. However, the concept he’s pushing now should be one that’s easily appreciated. 
Even with free agency stalled in mid-January, FanGraphs still projects the Cubs to come away with 92 
wins this upcoming season, fourth-most in the majors. And there aren’t many who expect the Cubs to 
head into the season as currently constructed. 
 
The Cubs envision this window of contention being open for about another four seasons. Winning 90-
plus games and playing into October is now the annual expectation for this organization. But just 
because it’s become the norm, it doesn’t mean it shouldn’t still excite. 
 
When Theo Epstein first arrived in Chicago, he told everyone that every season, every opportunity to 
win, is sacred. It didn’t feel like the Cubs were living up to that concept Epstein’s first few years in town. 
Now that they are, Maddon’s suggestion that no one should allow these moments to pass by 
unappreciated is his most embraceable message yet. 
 
-- 
 



 

The Athletic 
Cubs' desire for closure begins at Steve Bartman and ends with Sammy Sosa 
By Lauren Comitor 
 
Every year during the opening ceremonies of Cubs Convention, dozens of former players file onto the 
stage to varying levels of applause. Many of them were Cubs greats; many of them were decidedly not. 
 
And like every year since 2008 (after his last season in the majors), not one of those 42 players (this 
year’s count) was Sammy Sosa, the greatest Cub many fans — millennial ones, at least — can remember 
watching before the current iteration of stars. 
 
We’ve been here before, of course. Few things in this world are as reliable as the routine Sosa question 
at each year's convention. Team chairman Tom Ricketts has made his position clear several times, and 
he reiterated his feelings during the Ricketts family panel on Saturday. 
 
“I really believe that all the players from that era who went through, who were in that kind of 
like…Steroid Era, look, I think we owe them a lot of understanding,” he said. “We have to put ourselves 
in their shoes and be very, very sympathetic to everything that goes on, all the decisions they had to 
make and certainly as it turned out after testing was begun in 2002, a large number of players tested 
positive, so I think we all have to be really, really sensitive and understand their situation. 
 
“But I also believe that players from that era owe us a little bit of honesty too and I kind of feel like the 
only way to turn the page is to just put everything on the table.” 
 
There are plenty of issues with Ricketts’ stance. While Sosa’s name was mentioned in a New York Times 
report on an alleged list of MLB players who tested positive for performance-enhancing drugs, Sosa 
never failed a drug test, and denied the accusations in front of Congress, albeit while pretending not to 
speak English well. 
 
Many also point to Manny Ramirez, who twice tested positive for PEDs, served as a player-coach for the 
Iowa Cubs in 2014, and was then hired as a hitting consultant, a job he held from 2015-16 before making 
another comeback attempt in Japan. (Ramirez apologized for PED usage in 2014, when he was trying to 
get back into baseball after a 2011 suspension and two different minor-league stints.) 
 
No one is asking for Sosa to return to Chicago in any permanent role — most would probably be happy 
with maybe a first pitch, or a surprise appearance at the convention. Even Anthony Rizzo has expressed 
his desire for Sosa to return. 
 
After all, Sosa was a seven-time All-Star, the 1998 MVP, a six-time Silver Slugger, the Cubs’ all-time home 
run leader with 545 (33 more than Ernie Banks) and ninth on the MLB leaderboard with 609. Sosa 
received 12.5 percent of the Hall of Fame vote in his first year on the ballot, but that number has 
decreased in the years since. 
 
Still, Sosa would probably need to meet Ricketts somewhere in the middle — assuming the owner were 
even willing to meet him anywhere. Last year, Sosa told former Cubs front office member Chuck 
Wasserstrom, that he’s a “gentleman” and would never say no to a meeting with the Cubs. He also 
compared himself to Jesus Christ, so it seems there might be some disconnect there. 
 
Incidentally, just a few minutes before Ricketts was asked about Sosa, he spoke about giving Steve 
Bartman a World Series ring last July. Ricketts said president of business operations Crane Kenney’s idea, 
though he initially resisted the gesture.     



 

 
“At first I was like, our whole thing is let’s stop going back, let’s stop worrying about what’s happened 
before,” he said. 
 
But eventually, Ricketts said he realized it was the right thing to do, and he, Kenny and Theo Epstein 
presented Bartman with the ring. 
 
“Basically I think it was a good moment for the organization, because, I mean, the poor guy, true diehard 
fan, a regular at games…and hasn’t come back to the ballpark, because of that game,” Ricketts said. “So 
hopefully now he can start feeling like he’s back in the family and be more comfortable coming back.” 
 
Ricketts said it was good to get closure with the situation, though that desire for closure apparently 
extends only so far. Ricketts naturally left the Sosa question open somewhat (“We’ll see what happens 
in the future,” he said.), but there’s no reason to expect the situation to change anytime soon. 
 
No matter how many more World Series the Cubs win, their history and the fans’ devotion to former 
teams and players will endure, as evidenced by the mob of former players that show up at the Sheraton 
Grand Chicago every year. And much as Ricketts and the Cubs have tried for years, you can’t pick and 
choose which parts of history you want to remember. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Kyle Schwarber, Wrigleyville's next top model? Let's try everyday left fielder first 
By Lauren Comitor 
 
If Kyle Schwarber were a different kind of person, he’d probably be feeling pretty uncomfortable right 
now. 
 
Even Kris Bryant, one of baseball’s biggest and most recognizable stars, said he’s not sure how he would 
deal with the kind of shit (my word, not Bryant’s, obviously) Schwarber is getting from his teammates 
about his new and improved physique. 
 
But with no major free agent signings to discuss or postseason success to rehash, here we are, poring 
over every detail of Schwarber’s physical offseason makeover, which saw him shed about 20 pounds and 
change his training regimen and diet. 
 
Friday night’s Cubs Convention party was the first time Schwarber has publicly spoken about his new 
and improved self, but even he seemed a little tired of all the talk. Can you blame him? It probably didn't 
help that the Cubs video team showed up in his kitchen and interviewed his girlfriend about it. 
 
Maybe he's secretly angling to be the next Cub featured in ESPN's Body Issue, but when it comes down 
to it, he’s just trying to do (and keep) his job. 
 
“I want to be the best player I can be and I think that it starts there,” he said. “It’s not going to go out 
there, hit .500. You just gotta control the things you can control, and this is one thing I can control.” 
 
Controlling the controllables is one of Theo Epstein’s Favorite Things (sorry, Oprah, I don’t recall you 
being named world’s best leader) and the Cubs were pleasantly surprised when Schwarber came to 
them with an offseason workout plan, rather than having to go to him, which they planned to do. As 
Epstein said, better flexibility and agility can’t hurt, especially in the outfield. 



 

 
“[It’s a] lifestyle change, and you can’t be forced into that, that has to come when you’re ready for it,” 
Epstein said. “And he's really put everything into this lifestyle change, the way he eats, the way he 
sleeps, the way he trains, the way he lives his life day to day, it’s the type of changes that can allow you 
to have a really long career, and maximize your career, so we’re happy for him and excited to see what 
happens next.” 
 
That’s obviously the key. No matter how much Schwarber or Epstein try to tamp down expectations, 
people are going to expect results, though they would have no matter what. For all the moments of 
triumph, the majority of Schwarber’s major league career has been marred by either injury or 
frustration, and the hope is that those fleeting glimpses of greatness take root and begin to occur with 
more consistency. 
 
Schwarber has dealt with a considerable amount of difficulty for a 24-year-old entering what will be just 
his second full season in the majors — between the injury, struggling in the leadoff spot (which he’s 
willing to try again) and being demoted to Triple-A, Schwarber, like a grizzled soldier back from the front 
lines, said he’s “seen a lot of stuff.”   
 
Around this time last year, Schwarber was a World Series hero. Now, he’s just another young Cub trying 
to bounce back from a disappointing season. Taking matters into his own hands just seemed like the 
most logical route.     
 
“It’s just trying to be healthier in general, better choices,” he said. “I wouldn’t say I was the most healthy 
person. I just think that there’s always room to improve and this is kind of a small step.” 
 
All this might not seem like a small step, but in the context of a baseball career, it is. Schwarber knows 
better than anyone that none of this matters unless he produces on the field, and it’ll inevitably 
continue to be a story until he does (or until the Cubs sign Yu Darvish or Jake Arrieta). 
 
So Schwarber is leaving no stone unturned in his quest to eliminate weaknesses in his game and prepare 
for the rigors of a 162-game season.  
 
“Whenever I’m in the cage, and things like that and I’m practicing, I’m always envisioning a situation or 
something like that,” he said. “You’re just trying to put yourself in situations that you think you’ll be in in 
the season, if that’s a tough situation, if there’s no one on base, something like that. If you can start 
prepping for it mentally, then you get in that spot in the season at some point, you won’t be surprised.” 
 
You can only do so much in non-game situations, but Schwarber seems to be covering all his bases. He 
wants to be the player many believe he has the potential to be, just all the time. He wants to be 
everyone's favorite Large Adult Son, just wearing a smedium shirt. And he probably wants people to chill 
on the conversations about his new bod, because to be honest, it's getting a little weird! 
 
But if being the best means enduring a lot of awkward conversation about your weight, then so be it. 
 
Schwarber may look like a new man, but he's attacked this offseason with the same dedication and vigor 
he demonstrated during his speedy ACL rehab. And as Bryant said, no matter what number Schwarber 
sees when he steps on the scale, “He's still the same Kyle to me.” 
 
-- 
 



 

The Athletic 
‘We’re not done’: Theo Epstein still thinks the Cubs will add a pitcher, he just doesn't know which one 
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
The expectations of Cubs fans at their yearly January gathering are always high. Regardless of the fact 
that we're in a new era of winning Cubs baseball, the demand for more is always there. Even last year's 
mostly celebratory atmosphere had moments when some truly lived up to the label of “fanatic.” But 
despite the hopes of the hundreds of die-hard fans packed into a Sheraton Grand ballroom in downtown 
Chicago, there was no big surprise introduction at the end of the Opening Ceremonies to the 2018 Cubs 
Convention. 
 
To the shock of no one, Jake Arrieta and Scott Boras hadn’t suddenly lowered their asking price in both 
dollars and years Friday night. Yu Darvish is too busy on Twitter confirming or knocking down rumors 
about which teams have and haven’t offered him what and how much to take a last-minute flight to 
Chicago. Both of them, along with Alex Cobb, are trying to take advantage of the rare opportunity free 
agency presents. 
 
So if you predicted a splash on this evening, you’d have been wrong. But being wrong about what 
happens this offseason hardly makes you unique. Since the winter meetings came and went, numerous 
front office executives have assured anyone who will listen that a flood of movement is about to come 
our way. “Surely this will be the moment,” they say, only for another week of inaction to pass. 
 
“I’m done predicting this winter,” team president Theo Epstein said Friday night. “It’s taken on a life of 
its own.” 
 
Epstein said this offseason has “been the slowest moving” one he can recall. Normally at this point in 
the winter, the Cubs and most other teams around baseball have their rosters mostly set. Sure, a depth 
piece or two is often added in late January and prior to spring training, but those Dexter Fowler shockers 
are the exception, not the rule. 
 
At the time of the Fowler signing, Epstein lamented how a well-liked and highly productive player didn’t 
have such a nice free-agency experience. That seems to be happening all around the league this winter. 
The Cubs are trying to navigate through this odd period in free agency to make themselves better, but 
Epstein admitted it wasn’t fun to see players who have earned this right struggle to get what they 
believe to be fair market value. 
 
“We’re going to keep working at it and just hope things work out well for the Cubs and well for the 
players as well,” Epstein said. “You feel for some of these guys. They play their whole career to become 
a free agent and then it’s slower-pace than they’re hoping. You just hope things work out well for 
everybody.” 
 
Epstein suggested there are a number of factors involved in free agency moving at a “snail’s pace” 
including “some macroeconomic trends” and a CBA that’s made going over the luxury tax all the more 
prohibitive. Still, there’s been nothing quite like what we’re witnessing with this winter’s free agency in 
quite a while. 
 
While it’s disconcerting to see players struggle to find homes so late in the offseason, it’s presented the 
Cubs with an unexpected opportunity. The Cubs always planned on checking in on Darvish and keeping 
in touch with Arrieta. It’s their MO. But their financial reality, along with their desire to keep one eye on 
next offseason’s free-agent class, made the more affordable Cobb seem like the more likely target. That 
probably remains the case as Arrieta and Darvish are still standing rather firm on their lofty desires, but 



 

with the landscape looking quite different than it did two months ago, Epstein and the Cubs aren’t 
eliminating any possibilities, including a reunion with Arrieta. 
 
“We’ve never ruled anything out with him,” Epstein said. “He’s earned that right to be a free agent, so 
he gets the ability to talk to 30 teams. I’m sure he has a number of suitors. This is a special time for him. 
Of course he’s going to take his time and find just the right contract in just the right place. We wish him 
well and it’s not as if we’ve closed the door on him at all.” 
 
And as good as the Cubs may feel about their roster as currently constructed, the expectation is that 
another move is coming before the season officially kicks off. How big that move will be is the real 
question. 
 
“We’re not done,” Epstein stated. “We have confidence in this group if this is the 25-man that we’re 
taking to spring training. But realistically we’d certainly like to add another pitcher. I like the talent we 
have right now, but I’d certainly like to add depth. You can do that through depth moves or by adding 
another real quality pitcher and bolster the depth even more that way. We’d make a move tonight if we 
could. But it’s not there for us. We’ll be patient and keep working on it.” 
 
Of course Epstein says he’s comfortable with his roster as is. As teams and agents jockey for position in 
negotiations, it’d be rather clumsy for Epstein to suggest his team is in desperate need to fill a hole in its 
rotation. You think Boras may try to leverage that type of comment? 
 
So Epstein and company remain patient, hoping for that deal to fall to them while being alert to the 
reality that it may not come in a timely manner, if at all. 
 
“I don’t think it’s that hard to be patient because you only have a certain amount of resources to work 
with,” Epstein said. “You want to do the best deals you can. Not to be cheap or thrifty, but just because 
you want to put the best team on the field that you can. Maximize every dollar and then put yourself in 
a great position for this year, next year and the year after.” 
 
For their part, the reality is the Cubs have probably been one of the more active teams this offseason. 
They’ve added starter Tyler Chatwood, and Drew Smyly will spend most of 2018 rehabbing with an eye 
toward the 2019 rotation. They acted fast on Brandon Morrow, kicking off what was expected to be a 
raucous winter meetings. They then closed off what turned out to be a rather slow four days in Orlando 
by adding reliever Steve Cishek. But it’s been a crawl since. 
 
“We haven’t found anything since that we thought was justifiable to help our team this year and keep us 
in a good position for a few years going forward,” Epstein said. “I’m confident that we will or at least it’s 
something we’ll keep working for.” 
 
Epstein still hasn’t found that one player this offseason that he’s willing to splurge on. If they had their 
hearts set on anyone, it was probably Morrow, and they’ve managed to lock that down. A deal with 
Darvish or a return from Arrieta is possible, but don’t expect Boras or Darvish’s agents to budge anytime 
soon. Everyone involved seems willing to play the waiting game. Perhaps the assumption that Cobb was 
the right fit will turn out to be the case. But as Epstein suggested, the prediction game is a dangerous 
one right now. 
 
Those three arms are at the top of the pitching market with about a half dozen teams clearly in need of 
a pitcher. With the Cubs' spending power and the fact that they've become a highly desirable 
organization, it'd be an upset if they didn't land one of them. And while Epstein may not have his heart 



 

set on a particular player currently available, we do know he has an obsession that never is truly 
quenched. 
 
“The best way to build a championship team is mitigate all of the risk that sinks teams and prevent them 
from being championship teams,” Epstein said. “For us, right now, we’re very well protected on the 
position player side, but there’s legitimate risk with injury or underperformance to our pitching staff 
that we’re going to be scrambling midseason. We don’t want to be scrambling. So we need to add 
quality and depth and mitigate as many of the risks as you can. You can never eliminate all the risks 
otherwise you’d win it all every year.” 
 
Winning it every year? Sounds like exactly the type of demand one would hear at Cubs Convention. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Bryce Harper to the Cubs? Count Kris Bryant in 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
Imagine the roar from thousands of fans packed into a darkened hotel ballroom, all the flashbulbs 
popping and iPhones pointing at the stage and gigantic screens overhead as Pat Hughes makes the 
introduction with his smooth radio voice: ”BRYCE HARPER!” 
 
Wondering why the Cubs keep slow-playing their negotiations with the top free-agent pitchers this 
winter? Feeling like this Cubs Convention lacks the same buzz now that the franchise has a World Series 
trophy from the last century? Hoping for the move that will drive St. Louis Cardinals fans crazy?   
 
Kris Bryant hears you and knows what happens when Harper posts an Instagram photo of them together 
with their wives and the “#BackToBackOneDay” hashtag. It goes viral when Harper creates an Instagram 
story out of game night at home with the Bryants, or when they attend a Vegas Golden Knights game in 
their hometown.        
 
“Who wouldn’t want Bryce Harper on their team?” Bryant said Friday at the Sheraton Grand Chicago 
after agreeing to a one-year, $10.85 million contract that set a record for a first-time arbitration-eligible 
player. “He’s 25. He’s already got six years in the big leagues as a superstar. He would bring a lot to any 
team. That will be an interesting one for next offseason. I’m sure you guys (in the media) will really 
enjoy it. But I would love to have him on the team.” 
 
The Cubs and Boras Corp. calculated Bryant’s arbitration formula — which topped the $10 million the 
Philadelphia Phillies gave Ryan Howard for the 2008 season as a National League Rookie of the Year and 
MVP award winner — in the middle of a January when nearly all the best free agents still remain 
unsigned. 
 
It used to be that nearly all rosters across Major League Baseball would be largely set by the time the 
Cubs kicked off their annual fan fest in downtown Chicago. But franchises, now run more by Ivy League 
graduates and Big Data than gunslinger GMs and impulsive owners, are more concerned about staying 
under the $197 million luxury-tax threshold and saving up for next winter’s star-studded class of free 
agents. 
 
It’s left the Cubs among a group of about six teams still circling Jake Arrieta, Yu Darvish and Alex Cobb, 
waiting to see if the price drops for a frontline pitcher. It still hasn’t made Bryant rethink his approach of 
going year by year in the arbitration process and becoming a free agent after the 2021 season.               



 

 
“No, not at all,” Bryant said. “I think when you look at this year, yeah, it is a little strange. But there are 
cycles in this game. It just seems to be a weird market right now. But I think the biggest thing as players 
is belief in yourself. And if you go out there and perform on the field, then you’re going to be wanted as 
a player. That’s always been my mindset since I was in high school: perform on the field and you’ll get 
what you deserve.” 
 
Cubs president Theo Epstein confirmed the Cubs didn’t have any substantive talks with Bryant’s camp 
about a long-term extension: “Not this winter.” 
 
That means Harper — the baseball prodigy Bryant grew up playing with and against in Las Vegas (though 
they weren’t particularly close friends as kids) — should ignite the market that has so far left fellow 
Boras clients like Arrieta, J.D. Martinez, Eric Hosmer, Mike Moustakas and Greg Holland out in the cold.   
 
“When you look at the revenues in baseball, they just continue to expand in astronomical numbers,” 
Bryant said. “The next free-agent class is going to be pretty interesting. There are some huge names: 
(Clayton) Kershaw, anybody would love to have that guy. (Josh) Donaldson, Harper, (Manny) Machado, 
it’s unbelievable to think what they’re going to get. Hopefully, they all go out there and get what they 
deserve.” 
 
Of course, the Cubs are already stuck with $184 million right fielder Jason Heyward, Harper has 
averaged only 128 games a year over his big-league career and that kind of massive investment ($400 
million? $500 million?) would almost certainly push Bryant toward another big-market team for Opening 
Day 2022 (Mike Bryant’s Fenway Park homecoming?). 
 
But in the absence of any real baseball news, we’ll take Harper trolling on social media to hype another 
World Series-or-bust season with the Washington Nationals. If Harper can’t beat the Cubs in the 
playoffs, then why not join them? It worked out for Kevin Durant, and Harper at least understands how 
being attached to MLB’s version of the Golden State Warriors — even in rumors — will help his brand.   
 
“It’s fun,” Bryant said. “We enjoying hanging out with one another. It’s nothing really about baseball. 
He’s a good friend of mine. The fans seem to like it. 
 
“But like I said, who wouldn’t want to have that guy on your team? Getting into pro baseball and getting 
to be around him more, I just really realized what an asset he would be for anybody that has him. So it 
would be cool to see him out in Wrigley Field.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Collusion? Wait 'til next year? Cubs weighing when to strike for next big free agent 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
“Theo, when do you think I can get my Bryce Harper jersey?” 
 
That young fan at Cubs Convention might have summed up the entire offseason during Saturday’s panel 
discussion with president of baseball operations Theo Epstein. 
 
“Ask Kris Bryant,” Epstein said. “He seems to have quite a few.” 
 



 

The Cubs didn’t have any Harper billboards plastered around the Sheraton Grand Chicago this weekend, 
but the bromance between Bryant and his Las Vegas buddy is a positive for the Cubs in a winter where 
so many top free agents still remain unemployed in the middle of January, fueling conspiracy theories 
about collusion at Major League Baseball’s ownership level. 
 
“There’s nothing to it,” Cubs chairman Tom Ricketts said. “I think everyone just has finite resources. 
They’re looking at the playing field for the market and they’re all making whatever decision they want to 
make for their teams.” 
 
The calculus changes when Harper, Manny Machado and Josh Donaldson headline next winter’s banner 
class of free agents. The possibility of signing either of those three difference makers, combined with 
the incentives to stay underneath the $197 million luxury-tax threshold this season, have created a 
chilling effect on this free agent class, leaving the Cubs in a position to patiently wait out Alex Cobb and 
see what happens with Jake Arrieta and Yu Darvish as they try to finish building their rotation. 
 
The Pittsburgh Pirates traded All-Star pitcher Gerrit Cole to the Houston Astros in a five-player deal 
Saturday, which eliminates another landing spot for Arrieta and Darvish while also weakening a division 
the Cubs have won two seasons in a row by a total of 23 1/2 games. 
 
“I think we’re just seeing a lot of teams out there would rather have dry powder a year from now,” 
Ricketts said. “The luxury tax is a component. Also, I think people don’t realize that a lot of times the last 
few years there’ll be a TV deal somewhere or some other team gets a slug of money from some other 
pocket. There aren’t like those kind of fresh revenues this year. So there’s a lot of pieces and parts, but 
ultimately I think teams are just trying to keep their powder dry.” 
 
That sounds great in theory, but the Cubs are now bidding for free agents at a time when big-spending 
teams like the New York Yankees, Los Angeles Dodgers and San Francisco Giants are more focused on 
the luxury-tax penalties, the Boston Red Sox aren’t hunting for a top-of-the-rotation starter and nearly 
half the National League won’t have realistic expectations about contending in 2018. 
 
No one can cry poor either. Each MLB ownership group will reportedly receive a $50 million payment 
this year after Disney’s $1.58 billion deal to acquire a majority stake in BAMTech, the innovative 
streaming service. 
 
“Obviously, Theo has the resources to do whatever he needs to do to win on the field,” Ricketts said. 
“We’ll see what happens this year. I don’t know what’s going to happen with the free-agent market. I 
don’t know what’s going to happen with the guys that are out there, whether it’s a good fit for us. But 
everybody’s got constrained resources and they have to be put together in the right way. We have to 
think about 2018 and beyond 2019. I just trust those guys to do what’s right with the dollars.” 
 
The Cubs don’t exactly sound defensive, but they are quick to point out how much work they already did 
before Christmas, investing $82 million in their pitching staff by betting on Tyler Chatwood’s analytics 
profile and performance outside of Coors Field, taking on Drew Smyly’s recovery from Tommy John 
surgery and strengthening the bullpen with Brandon Morrow’s electric stuff and Steve Cishek’s sidearm 
action. So far, only the Colorado Rockies ($114.5 million) and Philadelphia Phillies ($94.25 million) have 
spent more on free agents during this glacial offseason. 
 
“There are a host of factors,” assistant general manager Scott Harris said. “Most of them seem to be 
macroeconomic factors. If you look at the market right now, there’s a few things happening. One is 
there’s a new collective bargaining agreement that is impacting how teams operate now. The Giancarlo 



 

Stanton situation, I think, delayed several teams’ offseasons. Courting (Shohei) Ohtani also impacted 
that. For us, we approached this offseason really (the same way). 
 
“We target a few players that we really want to sign. It sounds oversimplified, but it’s not. We try to sign 
the players we really like. We try to go after them. We try to be aggressive. We try to be upfront with 
them. We try to convince them that this is the destination where they want to be. 
 
“I don’t know if we necessarily anticipated such a slow offseason. But we try to be aggressive early. We 
try to get the players that we really want. And then we try to remain opportunistic the rest of the 
offseason. That’s the mode we’re in right now.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Joe Maddon’s contract isn’t a distraction for the Cubs…not yet anyway 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
During a panel discussion at the Cubs Convention on Saturday, manager Joe Maddon interrupted a fan 
asking a long-winded question about trusting starters to pitch deeper into games and not 
micromanaging the bullpen by channeling Robert De Niro in “Taxi Driver.” 
 
“You talkin’ to me?” Maddon said. 
 
Considering that the fans grilled Maddon at last year’s convention — even after winning the World 
Series — the star manager got off easy during Saturday’s Q&A session at the Sheraton Grand Chicago. 
There really weren’t any awkward moments while Maddon sat up on stage, a surprise given that the 
Cubs coasted through a 43-45 first half, looked overmatched against the Los Angeles Dodgers in the 
National League Championship Series and fired three coaches after the manager misled the media and 
gave the entire staff a vote of confidence. 
 
To be clear, Maddon already has a Hall of Fame-caliber resume. The Cubs' rebuild never would have 
accelerated so quickly in 2015 without his instincts and confidence. Under Maddon, the Cubs have won 
292 games, six playoffs rounds and a World Series title and expect to keep playing into October for years 
to come. 
 
But you also get the sense that the Cubs are in no rush to extend Maddon’s contract, which runs for two 
more seasons at $6 million per at a time when teams are going younger and cheaper in the dugout, 
hiring middle managers to take directions from the front office, use analytics to make decisions and 
speak for the organization during the press conferences before and after every game. 
 
“I've always worked from this premise: I really don't ever try to strike up those kind of conversations,” 
Maddon said. “I like the job. I got a few years left on my contract. I'm totally looking forward to honoring 
those next two years. I've been very fortunate in the first place that the Ricketts family and Theo 
[Epstein] and Jed [Hoyer] gave me this opportunity. 
 
“I don't want to go anywhere else. That's obvious and that's true.” 
 
The crowd cheered inside the hotel ballroom, because Maddon really does have the kind of big 
personality that connects with Cubs fans. But the bigger question is how a clubhouse no longer nursing a 
World Series hangover will respond to the manager’s act in 2018. 
 



 

Maddon will turn 64 before pitchers and catchers report to spring training next month and clearly enjoys 
having Chicago as a platform for his charity, endorsements and off-the-field interests. 
 
But working in a market like this also comes with relentless expectations. The New York Yankees and 
Boston Red Sox fired World Series-winning managers Joe Girardi and John Farrell after playoff seasons 
with 90-plus wins. Losing a one-run elimination game against the defending World Series champs got 
Dusty Baker fired after back-to-back division titles, allowing Cubs bench coach Dave Martinez to take 
over as Washington Nationals manager. Maddon’s contract will inevitably become a storyline. 
 
“Really, sincerely, I don't worry about stuff like that,” Maddon said. “I believe if we take care of our own 
business properly, that's the kind of stuff that takes care of itself. I've always relied on that thought. So 
I'm not concerned about that. I am a Cub right now. And I want to be a Cub for many years to come.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Cubs gearing up to launch their own TV network: 'It's a great time to be us' 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
The Cubs are closely watching the proposed AT&T/Time Warner and Disney/Fox mergers, hoping those 
blockbuster corporate deals will give them the leverage to help launch their own cable network. 
 
That could mean breaking away from NBC/Comcast and the Reinsdorf and Wirtz families, who have 
long-standing connections through the United Center and are expected to package the Bulls, White Sox 
and Blackhawks together in their next TV venture. 
 
“We have a big passion for controlling our own destiny,” president of business operations Crane Kenney 
said Saturday, speaking with reporters after a Cubs Convention presentation at the Sheraton Grand 
Chicago. “It’s sort of like conversations about the real-estate market. We like controlling our own 
destiny. Some days, we think we actually know where we’re going. You start adding partners and it 
becomes more complicated. 
 
“I’d say [Bulls/White Sox chairman] Jerry [Reinsdorf] has been a great and amazing partner, as has 
Comcast. It’s been a very successful thing. If it made the ultimate sense to stay together, we would. But 
I’d say at the moment, we’re probably 80 percent inclined to do it on our own.” 
 
Some of this is posturing, and the franchise’s uncertain broadcasting future has been an annual topic at 
this winter fan fest. Kenney has to focus more on the new opportunities than the possibility that the 
cable bubble will burst. But at a time of media disruption, cord-cutting and emerging technologies, the 
clock is ticking for the Cubs and the other stakeholders at NBC Sports Chicago. 
 
“We do have a couple transactions that probably need to close before the best marketplace for us to 
bring our rights to the auction exists,” Kenney said. “So that’s a little bit further (off) this year. But we 
only have two seasons left, so something’s going to happen pretty quickly here. We’re in conversations, 
if not every day, several times a week with all the right people. It’s a good time to have a great club on 
the field and have our rights coming back. 
 
“It’s time. We don’t want to go into the 2019 season without a partner. So something probably happens 
this year.” 
 



 

The Cubs see Disney’s planned $52.4 billion acquisition of 21st Century Fox, which would include 
regional sports networks scattered across the country, as a possible game-changer. It could combine the 
local Fox Sports blueprint with ESPN’s national resources and Disney’s majority stake in BAMTech, the 
wildly successful streaming service MLB Advanced Media developed. 
 
AT&T/Time Warner’s potential $85.4 billion merger would create another combined content 
platform/distribution infrastructure for the kind of AT&T SportsNet concept that teams like the 
Pittsburgh Pirates, Colorado Rockies and Houston Astros have already integrated. 
 
“We’re seeing more bidders coming into the marketplace,” said Kenney, who recently attended the 
Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas to get a better sense of the team’s options. “As media and 
technology sort of merge, it’s where our friends from ESPN, Disney, Fox [all meet]. The encouraging 
signs are this: More bidders in the marketplace than ever. 
 
“You’re seeing Amazon and Facebook get involved with [the NFL]. You’re seeing more bidders in the 
marketplace, which is good for an auction. Our ratings are obviously up, which is good for us. 
 
“What is interesting is you’re seeing Disney — who wants control of local and have never really played in 
local (before) — and they’re buying the Fox regionals. That’s created a change and we’re waiting for that 
transaction to close. You got AT&T and Time Warner trying to get their transaction closed. People want 
control of content. 
 
“It’s a great time to be us.” 
 
Kenney also senses a power shift after Major League Baseball pushed out Bob Bowman, the architect of 
MLB Advanced Media and BAMTech, after allegations of inappropriate workplace conduct surfaced. 
Kenney described Tony Petitti, MLB’s chief operating officer who oversees broadcasting, as “a traditional 
media guy.” 
 
“Without saying much about streaming,” Kenney said, “I think we’re in a good place to talk to the league 
about more control of our rights.” 
 
Stay tuned. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Chili Davis is willing to forget the past to help Jason Heyward return to his old self 
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
Chili Davis isn’t interested in what any jilted hitting coaches from Jason Heyward’s past may have to say. 
As far as he's concerned, their current coupling is the only one the matters. 
 
“I’ve heard a lot of different opinions on Jason Heyward,” Davis said Saturday. “The one thing I always 
try to point out to him is I don’t care what anyone says about you. A relationship with me is kind of like 
with your wife or girlfriend. Who she dated prior to you doesn’t matter. It’s what happens from that 
point on. We’re trying to build that kind of relationship.” 
 
And while Davis may be overlooking the ugliness of Heyward’s recent past, Heyward is starting off his 
relationship with his new hitting coach by buying into an impressive resume. 
 



 

“He does have a good reputation and I can see why,” Heyward said. “He played 19 years in the big 
leagues, switch-hit, driving in a guy who’s going to be going in the Hall of Fame pretty soon in Chipper 
Jones. Just the way he talks hitting. The philosophy, the mindset, the feel, his hitting approach, team 
approach, team at-bats, things like that. It reminds me of how I was taught the game growing up and it’s 
something that’s going to help the team.” 
 
As far as ignoring Heyward’s recent history, that’s probably for the best. After having just one season 
with a wRC+ below 100 (a 96 in 2011) in the first six years of his career, Heyward has struggled to a tune 
of a 71 (fourth-worst for eligible players in 2016) and 88 wRC+ in his two seasons with the Cubs. 
 
While he's not going to judge Heyward on his recent past, Davis seems well aware of those issues and 
has already started working with Heyward in hopes of forging a relationship. He’s looked at video and 
talked with him about his swing, but rather than take the approach of rebuilding or reworking 
Heyward’s mechanics, he is focused on getting the talented 28-year-old in the proper headspace. 
 
“I think more so what Jason and I are trying to do is trying to get Jason to understand the type of hitter 
that Jason thinks will make him the best offensive player he can be,” Davis said. “When we look back at 
Jason in 2012 in Atlanta, he was a young kid in the big leagues and he was just being Jason. He put 
together some really good numbers. Over the years, he’s tried to make adjustments and gotten away 
from naturally what made Jason a good player. We’re trying to get him back to a little closer to that.” 
 
Davis said he’s been working with Heyward in Arizona since early November. At first, they’d work 
together once a week, but they recently upped that to twice weekly. Last week was the first time Davis 
worked with Heyward on the field in live batting practice as their previous sessions had been in the 
batting cages. The challenge for Heyward now is to take the lessons he's learned in the cage and start 
applying them on the field. 
 
“I don’t see the fastballs and sliders and all that, it’s going to be up to him,” Davis said. “We’re working 
together and starting a process of creating creative habits, creative thoughts. One thing we stress a lot 
every day with him is working with a purpose and working with focus.” 
 
Heyward spent much of last summer reworking his swing. He worked on numerous drills in an attempt 
to correct many of the flaws he’d developed over the years, and while 2017 was slightly better at the 
plate, it was hardly a ringing success. And while there were some mechanical differences and there was 
a lot of time spent breaking down what Heyward had changed and what it would mean, the essential 
goal wasn’t to completely rebuild Heyward’s swing. What the Cubs wanted to accomplish was for 
Heyward to find that rhythm at the plate that he’d found much more frequently in season’s past. 
 
That overarching idea still seems to be in place. But rather than constantly drilling physical changes, 
Davis seems content in trying to bring Heyward to a comfortable place mentally. The hope is that getting 
Heyward to that spot in his head — remembering who he was before years in the big leagues, before 
years of different coaches making tweaks to unearth some latent talent they believed could be reached 
— would allow him to naturally return to a style that led to quite a bit of offensive success. 
 
It's an interesting tactic and one that seems to put the onus on the player rather than expecting a coach 
to reinvent the wheel or perform baseball miracles. Heyward is the type of player, and person, who 
seems willing to take it upon himself to get back to where he once was. We've heard this all before, so 
it's doubtful many are going to rush to the assumption that Heyward will finally find his old stroke. But 
Heyward taking the lead by finding his comfort zone mentally and then bringing that into the cage, the 
field and eventually the game, seems to be as good a route to potential success as any. 
 



 

-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubs put emphasis on developing young arms 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- When Rob Zastryzny made his Major League debut in August 2016, it was a significant 
moment for the Cubs organization. The left-hander was the first Cubs pitcher selected in the Draft by 
Theo Epstein to reach the big leagues since he took over as president of baseball operations in October 
2011. 
 
The Cubs want to get more homegrown talent to the Majors and made some changes this offseason. Jim 
Benedict, considered a pitching guru who is credited with helping Gerrit Cole, Francisco Liriano, Edinson 
Volquez and Mark Melancon, was named special assistant to baseball operations. Brendan Sagara is the 
new Minor League pitching coordinator and Jim Hickey is the Cubs' new pitching coach. 
 
"It's just a huge investment in our pitching infrastructure," said Jaron Madison, director of player 
development. "It's an area we've identified that can continue to get better. Theo made it a goal this past 
offseason and all through last season, we talked about pitching -- what can we do better as an 
organization at the Minor League level and the big league level to make sure we're marrying our ideas at 
both places and getting pitchers up to the big leagues to help out." 
 
Madison and Alex Suarez, director of international pro scouting, closed the Cubs Convention on Sunday 
with a seminar on the Minor Leagues. The Cubs have had no problems developing position players 
they've drafted, including Kris Bryant, Kyle Schwarber and Ian Happ, who were selected in the first 
rounds in 2013, '14 and '15, respectively, and were among the top 10 players taken those years. 
 
Last year, the Cubs had two first-round picks -- Nos. 27 and 30 -- and selected pitchers Brendon Little 
and Alex Lange. Both should open the 2018 season at Class A South Bend. The Cubs had focused on 
college position players because they usually get to the big leagues quicker, which helped Epstein's 
rebuilding process. If they continue to have success, they won't be getting any more top 10 picks. 
 
"We're digging in and re-evaluating everything we're doing from a pitching standpoint," Madison said. 
"We've come a long way, but now we need something to take us to that next level, and that's where Jim 
[Benedict] and Hickey and Sagara come in." 
 
There are some young pitchers on the horizon, including Adbert Alzolay, ranked No. 3 among MLB 
Pipeline's top 30 Cubs prospects; Jen-Ho Tseng (No. 13); and Duane Underwood (No. 17). 
 
Alzolay, 22, was 7-1 with a 2.98 ERA in 15 starts at Class A Myrtle Beach and finished the year in the 
Arizona Fall League. 
 
"We love the athleticism, arm speed," Suarez said. "He's exceeded every expectation I had from a 
scouting standpoint. Our area guys were dead set that this was a guy we had to bring into our system. 
Not only does he have the physical tools but also the mental makeup." 
 
Madison also likes top prospect Oscar De La Cruz, 22, who posted a 3.46 ERA in 12 starts at Myrtle 
Beach. The right-hander was bothered by a pectoral injury last season but is healthy now. 
 
"He's a guy who could move quick through the system because he's a big strong guy with Major League 
weapons," Madison said. "It's just a matter of keeping him healthy." 



 

 
• Besides Sagara, the Cubs also will have a new Minor League hitting coordinator in Jacob Cruz and a 
new Minor League infield coordinator in Jeremy Farrell. Cruz was the Double-A Tennessee hitting coach. 
Farrell, who was the hitting coach at South Bend last season, is the son of former Red Sox manager John 
Farrell and his two brothers are already in the Cubs organization. Luke Farrell is a pitcher and Shane 
Farrell is the Midwest area scout. 
 
• Since Joe Maddon became the Cubs manager, there has been an emphasis in the Minor League system 
for players to be more versatile. Someone may be listed as a shortstop, but he will learn quickly that 
he'll see time at second and third base and possibly in the outfield. 
 
"We're looking for guys who are athletic," Suarez said. "With a National League club, it's extremely 
important and when you have a manager as creative as Joe, it's even more important." 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Davis bringing new plate 'mentality' to Cubs 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- Asked about how his sessions with outfielder Jason Heyward were going in Arizona, new 
Cubs hitting coach Chili Davis offered to show some videos. Apparently, the workouts are going very 
well. 
 
The two began in early November, and they are now working together two days a week at the Cubs' 
complex in Mesa, Ariz. Last Tuesday was the first time Heyward, 28, and his younger brother Jacob, 22, 
who was drafted by the Giants last year, tested their swings on a field rather than the batting cages. 
 
What did Davis want to see? 
 
"[I wanted to] watch them go from the cage to the field, and my focus with them was to see if they were 
going to transfer the focus and the process that we were going through in the cage [to the field]," Davis 
said. 
 
Davis complimented John Mallee, who was dismissed as the Cubs' hitting coach after this past season. 
 
"It was surprising to me that a team that had been to the playoffs three years in a row and had won a 
World Series was going to make a change," Davis said. "For me, all I can say is the opportunity came up, 
and it couldn't be a better opportunity." 
 
Now there is a new voice. Davis, 57, played 19 seasons in the big leagues, and most recently, he was the 
Red Sox's hitting coach. Cubs manager Joe Maddon said he gives the team "the graduate school finishing 
touch." 
 
"I try to bring a mentality, not as much a philosophy, in hitting," Davis said. "Everybody has a philosophy 
and a lot of them, to me, match. That doesn't make me any different than any other guy. I try to bring a 
mentality in how we approach the game." 
 
Right now, he's working on building trust with the players. Heyward has been a project since batting 
.230 in 2016, his first season with the Cubs. 
 



 

"A relationship with me, it's kind of like meeting your wife or girlfriend," Davis said. "Whoever she dated 
prior to you, it doesn't matter. It's what happens from that point on." 
 
Worth noting 
 
• The 2018 season will be the fourth for Maddon, who has a five-year contract with the Cubs. A fan 
asked Maddon if he was going to talk to the Ricketts family about an extension. 
 
"I have a job to do, and I have two years left on my contract," Maddon said. "I'm totally looking forward 
to honoring the next two years. I've been very fortunate in the first place that the Ricketts family and 
[president of baseball operations Theo Epstein] and [general manager Jed Hoyer] gave me this 
opportunity. I don't want to go anywhere else, and that's obvious and that's true. 
 
"I don't worry about stuff like that," Maddon said. "That's the kind of stuff that takes care of itself. I'm 
not concerned about that. I am a Cub right now, and I want to be a Cub for many years to come." 
 
• Although the Cubs are still in the market for another starting pitcher, Epstein said they feel confident 
Brandon Morrow can handle the closer duties. 
 
"That's the guy we anticipate being in that role," Epstein said of the right-hander, who signed a two-
year, $21 million deal in December. 
 
• The last question of the session for Maddon was about who will lead off for the Cubs in 2018. 
 
"If you don't have the typical Dexter [Fowler] kind of guy, you have to chose from the group that you 
have. I totally agree it's wonderful to have that catalyst at the top of the batting order who sets the tone 
for the rest of the group. We'll go to camp and sit down and try to evaluate everybody." 
 
• A young fan asked Epstein when he thought he should buy his Bryce Harper Cubs jersey, assuming the 
outfielder, who will be a free agent after this season, will be signing with the Cubs. 
 
"Ask Kris Bryant. He seems to have quite a few," Epstein said of Harper's Las Vegas buddy. 
 
• Asked by a fan for his favorite road trip, Maddon quipped: "Barcelona, Spain." 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubs scout Zielinski honored at awards dinner 
By Ken Gurnick 
 
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. -- Hall of Famers as well as the unsung heroes of the baseball community turned 
out Saturday night for the 15th annual Professional Baseball Scouts Foundation Awards Dinner. 
 
This year's fundraiser coincided with an offseason in which dozens of scouts have lost jobs, underscoring 
the need for assistance, foundation officials said. 
 
"It's heartbreaking that many of my fellow scouts have fallen on hard times and have to ask for 
assistance," said White Sox special assistant to the general manager Dave Yoakum, who shared the 
George Genovese Lifetime Achievement Award in Scouting with Dan Jennings of the Nationals and the 
late Stan Zielinski of the Cubs. 



 

 
Speaking to a sellout crowd at the Beverly Hilton, Yoakum cited fellow Foundation co-founder Dennis 
Gilbert for being its "beating heart." The foundation has raised more than $2 million and helped more 
than 100 scouts and their families. 
 
The award for Zielinski, a Cubs scout who died last January, was presented by former Cubs GM Jim 
Hendry and pitcher Jeff Samardzija, one of Zielinski's Draft picks. Zielinski's son, Zach, accepted the 
award. 
 
"He never treated players as prospects," Zach said of his father. "He treated them like family." 
 
Jack Gillis, Bruce Kison, Ken "Squeaky" Parker and Gene Watson shared the Legends in Scouting Award 
presented at the dinner, which was hosted by Matt Vasgersian, Joe Magrane and Heidi Watney of MLB 
Network. 
 
The Player Lifetime Achievement Award went to Ken Griffey Jr., with his father and former Mariners 
teammate, Ken Sr., helping to present as well as accept. 
 
Junior encouraged scouts to redouble their search for talent. 
 
"You guys are appreciated," Junior said to the scouts. "Keep at it. I don't want to go to football games." 
Buster and Kristen Posey received the "In the Spirit of the Game Award" for their foundation's impactful 
work on behalf of pediatric cancer research, presented by Posey's Giants manager, Bruce Bochy. 
 
"In all my years in baseball, I have not found a better teammate than Buster Posey," said Bochy, who 
read a list of Posey's on-field achievements. "But if you think he's an amazing teammate, wait until you 
meet his wife, Kristen. They have dedicated themselves to beating pediatric cancer. When they're not 
out raising awareness and bringing others to the fight, they're inside cancer wards, one-on-one with 
patients. Their dedication is immense." 
 
Washington outfielder Bryce Harper was given the Scout's Dream Award, presented by Dodgers third 
baseman Justin Turner. 
 
"I remember being 16 and waiting for Sports Illustrated to come in the mail," said Turner. "At 16, Bryce 
Harper was on the cover of Sports Illustrated." 
 
Cleveland's Terry Francona received the Tom Lasorda Managerial Achievement Award, presented by last 
year's winner, Dave Roberts of the Dodgers. 
 
Thomas Tull, a former scout who produced "42," the epic film about Jackie Robinson, received the Bud 
Selig Executive Leadership Award, presented by Selig, MLB's Commissioner Emeritus. 
 
The Dave Winfield Humanitarian Award was presented by the Hall of Famer to Kurt Rappaport, a Los 
Angeles real estate entrepreneur and philanthropist. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Wrigley Field renovations progressing nicely 
By Phil Rogers 
 



 

CHICAGO -- Cubs chairman Tom Ricketts hasn't forgotten the feeling that haunted him as his Cubs were 
seeking success, not enjoying it. 
 
"When we won the [National League Championship Series] in 2016, they handed me this giant trophy," 
he said. "The National League pennant trophy weighs like 60 pounds. One of the guys from FOX said, 
'Here's something for your trophy case.' I'm going, 'We're the Cubs, we don't have a trophy case.' " 
 
Ricketts was wearing a year-old World Series ring when he faced a ballroom full of fans on Saturday at 
Cubs Convention. He would have loved to have added a second ring in October but is proud of a third 
consecutive trip to the NLCS. He's also pleased that the team is entering the final stages of a five-year 
overhaul of Wrigley Field. 
 
The historic stadium has been a major construction zone each of the past four winters. There will be 
more work to do in 2018-19, but that mostly will be in the upper deck and peripheral areas of the park, 
unlike projects to add video boards, move the bullpens under the outfield bleachers and the ongoing 
work to shift dugouts further down the foul lines. 
 
The three offseasons have seen major excavation projects commence immediately after the Cubs' final 
home game. The first project created a foundation for the home clubhouse, the second was for the 1914 
Club behind home plate. 
 
The team has dug down 22 feet adjacent to the left- and right-field lines this winter to create the 
footprint for the Maker's Mark Barrel Room and the W Club, which will be completed after the 
upcoming season. 
 
The Park at Wrigley and a team office building including restaurants and bars opened last year. The work 
outside the walls will be complete when the Hotel Zachary opens in April at the northwest corner of 
Clark and Addison. 
 
"By the end of this offseason and next, our initial plan [will be] complete," said Ricketts, whose family 
bought the team from Tribune Company in 2009. "That doesn't mean we're done, because it's a 100-
year-old ballpark. There will be something else we have to fix after that. But it will be great to have the 
major construction done a year from now. We'll get the upper-deck renovation done after the 2018 
season, and that will really help the ballpark a lot." 
 
Ricketts said the dugouts are being moved largely because they needed to be upgraded, but said the 
move also will allow the team to add some premium seats. 
 
"The dugouts are shifting about 25 or 30 feet," Ricketts said. "The fact is we had to redo the dugouts. 
We had to make them better. [They're] pretty old-school. Doing that gives the players more room, and 
doing that gives us more seats where we can put the fans closer to the action. It also allows us to build 
in camera wells. … It's a win-win-win for everyone." 
 
Ricketts joked about how the cramped visiting clubhouse will soon be the only part of Wrigley Field that 
hasn't changed. 
 
"One thing that hasn't changed is the size of the visitor's clubhouse," Ricketts said. "When somebody 
says something about it, I like to say, 'If it was good enough for Lou Gehrig, shouldn't it be good enough 
for you?' I believe we are adding hot water this year." 
 
Other business discussed 



 

 
• The Cubs will extend the home-plate netting at Wrigley Field to run all the way to the end of both 
dugouts, according to president for business operations Crane Kenney. 
 
Ricketts said it has long been the team's plan to extend the netting after construction of the new 
dugouts. "It was always part of the plan and renovation," he said. "Obviously it's for safety, fan safety. 
Their experience is the most important thing to us." 
 
• The Cubs continue to explore the possibility of opening their own television network after 2019, when 
their contract with NBC Sports Chicago ends. 
 
• Ricketts believes the biggest reason for the slow player-acquisition market is that many teams are 
saving their aggressiveness for the 2018-19 free-agent class, which is expected to include Bryce Harper, 
Manny Machado, Josh Donaldson, Craig Kimbrel, Daniel Murphy, Charlie Blackmon and possibly Clayton 
Kershaw. 
 
"It's been a very interesting offseason," Ricketts said. "There's just a lot of teams keeping their powder 
dry for next year. We'll see how it shakes out." 
 
• Ricketts said there has been no movement toward a reunion with Sammy Sosa. Speaking in general 
terms, he said it's tough to embrace players who haven't admitted their use of performance-enhancing 
drugs. 
 
"I think we can put ourselves in their shoes and be very, very sympathetic," Ricketts said. "[But] I believe 
players from that era owe us a little bit of honesty. I kind of feel like the only way to turn this page is to 
put everything on the table. … We'll see what happens in the future." 
 
• The Cubs announced that they have added two elevators in the main concourse between ground level 
and the upper deck. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubbie blue: Players deliver baby news 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- Colin Carney went to the Cubs Convention when he was 12 years old and living in a Chicago 
suburb. Now 33 and a Houston resident, he and his wife Jennifer brought their two children this 
weekend in hopes of escaping the headaches and heartache of dealing with the devastation from 
Hurricane Harvey. They also wanted to share some news with the Cubs regarding their third child and do 
a gender reveal. 
 
Cubs first baseman Anthony Rizzo agreed to take part in the surprise, along with teammates Kris Bryant, 
Kyle Schwarber and Javier Baez during a "Kids Only" seminar on Saturday. 
 
Jennifer, who is due in July, had reached out to the Cubs through social media, and the team responded. 
 
"After [the hurricane], we needed a little happiness," Jennifer said. 
 



 

About 500 businesses and 3,000 homes were damaged during the storm in their Kingwood, Texas, town. 
Colin, who used to watch Cubs games on WGN-TV, is on the school board, and he has been busy setting 
up charter schools to accommodate displaced kids. 
 
"The community is devastated," Carney said. 
 
Although Colin has a "Cubs room" at home with memorabilia from his favorite team, he said they rooted 
for the Astros last year as they reached the World Series. 
 
"We're happy for the Astros -- and not being in the same division [as the Cubs] helps," Carney said. 
 
The Carneys, who brought son Blake and daughter Addison -- yes, named after the street outside 
Wrigley Field -- to the convention, thought the Cubs might have a celebration in a small room, not a 
packed ballroom at the Sheraton Grand Chicago -- and definitely not on stage with four of their favorite 
Cubs players. 
 
At Colin's first Cubs Convention, he was lucky enough to get an autograph from Hall of Famer Ernie 
Banks. This time, he found out the gender of Baby No. 3. 
 
Rizzo called the Carneys on stage, and each of the players had a popper. On the count of three, they 
pulled them and bright blue confetti sprayed onto the stage. It's a boy. 
 
The Carneys were presented a jersey with "Boy" on the back and the number "18" for the year as well as 
a "Rookie of the Year" onesie. Of course, Rizzo insisted they name their child Anthony or Tony. 
 
"It's got to be a Cubs name," Jennifer said. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Bryant sets 1st-year arbitration record 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- The Cubs on Friday avoided arbitration with five players, including third baseman Kris 
Bryant, who signed for $10.85 million, a record for a first-year arbitration-eligible player. 
 
Shortstop Addison Russell, pitchers Kyle Hendricks and Justin Wilson and infielder Tommy La Stella also 
agreed to one-year deals. Right-hander Justin Grimm did not agree to a new contract after the two sides 
exchanged salary figures. 
 
Bryant's raise topped Ryan Howard's record salary for a first-year arbitration-eligible player. Howard, 
who, like Bryant, earned National League Rookie of the Year and Most Valuable Player Award honors in 
his first two seasons, received $10 million in 2008. 
 
"[Bryant] earned it," Cubs president of baseball operations Theo Epstein said Friday on the first day of 
the Cubs Convention. "He's going to set a lot of records in his day. I'm more excited about the ones on 
the field. This is a well-deserved and appropriate salary and I'm sure he'll put it to good use helping the 
team win." 
 



 

Bryant, 26, who won those awards in 2015 and '16, respectively, received a big boost from his '17 salary 
of $1.05 million. Last season, Bryant hit .295 with 29 homers, 38 doubles and 73 RBIs, and finished 
seventh in the MVP balloting. 
 
"For some players it might be stressful, but I really enjoyed the whole process," Bryant said. "You play to 
get to this point in your career and I put so much hard work behind the scenes to get to this point, it just 
feels so rewarding." 
 
Russell agreed to a $3.2 million contract, Hendricks -- who started Game 1 of the 2017 NL Division Series 
-- finalized a one-year, $4.175 million contract, and Wilson signed a $4.25 million deal. It's a significant 
pay raise for Hendricks, who made $760,500 last season when he went 7-5 with a 3.03 ERA in 24 starts, 
missing time because of a right hand injury. 
 
Wilson, 30, who will be a free agent after this season, posted a 5.09 ERA in 23 outings with the Cubs 
compared to a 2.68 ERA in 42 games with the Tigers. The lefty made $2.7 million last season. 
 
A key left-handed bat off the bench, La Stella, who turns 29 on Jan. 31, batted .288 in 73 games last 
season. He agreed to a $950,000 contract after making $573,000 in 2017. 
 
Bryant, Russell, Hendricks and La Stella were all first-year arbitration-eligible. This was Grimm's second 
year and Wilson's third year. 
 
The Cubs offered Grimm $2.2 million, and Grimm's agents countered at $2.475 million. The two sides 
can continue talks, but if no agreement is reached, an arbitrator will determine Grimm's salary for 2018 
at a hearing between Jan. 29 and Feb. 16. Friday marked the deadline for players and teams to exchange 
salary figures. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Schwarber, Cubs hope trim look brings big '18 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- Kyle Schwarber has had to deal with some good-natured teasing from his Cubs teammates 
after showing up looking svelte and trim because of a change in his diet this offseason. He did confess 
that he allows himself to splurge on one meal a week. What's the food he misses the most? 
 
"I would say pizza," Schwarber said on Friday on the first day of the Cubs Convention. "I've always 
enjoyed pizza growing up, and you're in the pizza capital of the world in Chicago." 
 
The adjustments have been positive, he said, despite the razzing. 
 
"It's something I can control," Schwarber said. "I want to be the best baseball player I can be and help 
the Cubs get to the World Series again, and this is something I can control." 
 
Schwarber's personality hasn't changed. 
 
"He's still the same Kyle to me -- he's still Schwarbs," Kris Bryant said. "It's nice to see everybody here 
put in the work to help the team out for this upcoming year. I expect him to have a huge year." 
 
Anyone concerned that Schwarber has lost some power by losing weight can relax. 



 

 
"When someone is throwing 95 [mph] and you hit it on the barrel, there's a good chance you'll hit it 
out," Schwarber said. "That won't be a problem at all. I'm trying to get quicker, more explosive, and 
that's going to help, too." 
 
Cubs president of baseball operations Theo Epstein sees good things from the changes. 
 
"There were so many balls last year that he just fouled straight back, and in the past, he had driven 
them," Epstein said. "If he's a little more athletic and a little more limber, it can only help. He's another 
year removed from his knee [injury], which will help, too." 
 
Worth noting 
 
• Cubs outfielder Jason Heyward is spending most of his time this offseason at the team's Spring 
Training complex in Mesa, Ariz., getting to know new hitting coach Chili Davis. 
 
"We've been hanging out, hitting some, talking hitting, talking baseball," Heyward said Friday. "It's been 
fun." 
 
A year ago, Heyward moved to the Phoenix area and became a self-proclaimed "gym rat," working out 
at the complex and trying to feel better about his swing after batting .230 in his first year with the Cubs. 
At that time, he was working with hitting coaches John Mallee and Eric Hinske, who are no longer with 
the team. 
 
"It's different people," Heyward said of this offseason. "Naturally, I'd say it's different because it's a 
different person. Chili played for 19 years and switch hit and all those things, so he brings a different 
perspective and a different mindset. For me, Chili is somebody who is team-oriented, at-bat wise, and 
has a plan and wants to get that across to the group and everybody going in the same direction." 
 
Heyward said he didn't move to Arizona last year just to work on his hitting, but it was easier to be 
based near the Cubs' facility. 
 
"I was going to hit in Arizona and it works out that I have him there and other coaches there and I can 
train and hit, so it's cool," he said. 
 
• Bryant's Las Vegas buddy Bryce Harper will be a free agent after the 2018 season. Harper has teased 
on social media that it would be fun to be Bryant's teammate. 
 
"I don't make those decisions and I don't think I could ever make those decisions," Bryant said when 
asked about the possibility. "Who wouldn't want Bryce Harper on their team? He's 26 and five years, six 
years in the big leagues and a superstar. He'd bring a lot to any team. That will be an interesting one to 
follow next offseason. I would love to have him on our team." 
 
• Cubs Minor League right-handed pitcher Wilfre Delgado was suspended by the Office of the 
Commissioner of Baseball on Friday for violating the Minor League Drug Prevention and Treatment 
Program. Delgado was on the roster of the rookie-level Dominican Summer League Cubs. He has 
received a 72-game suspension without pay after testing positive for Stanozolol, a performance-
enhancing substance, in violation of the program. The suspension will be effective at the start of the 
2018 DSL season. 
 
-- 



 

 
Cubs.com 
Cubs' Epstein waiting out pitcher market 
By Phil Rogers 
 
CHICAGO -- Patient isn't the first word you would use to describe Theo Epstein, but he is doing his best 
to handle this winter's market. 
 
Epstein hopes the Cubs can add more pitching through at least one significant free-agent signing or 
trade, but doesn't know when it would happen. 
 
"Look, we'd make a move tonight if we could, but it's not there for us,'' Epstein said Friday at Cubs 
Convention. "We'll be patient and keep working hard. We've made moves in Spring Training before if it 
comes to that. I hope for everyone's sake things happen in an orderly fashion before Spring Training so 
players can settle. 
 
"I'm done predicting this winter. It's taken on a life of its own. We'll see what happens." 
 
The Cubs remain linked to Yu Darvish, perceived by many as the top free agent, and haven't dismissed 
re-signing Jake Arrieta, who won the 2015 National League Cy Young Award and earned wins in five of 
his nine postseason starts over the past three seasons. They also have an inventory of position players 
that could fuel trades for starting pitchers or relievers. 
 
"Sometimes you have to play along with the pace of play," Epstein said. "We're still working hard on a 
few different things. The team's not done. We're going to keep working at it.'' 
 
It's unclear which way the Cubs will eventually go, but Epstein expects to add veteran pitchers to 
incoming free agents Tyler Chatwood, Brandon Morrow, Steve Cishek and Drew Smyly, who signed in 
December. 
 
"Realistically we'd certainly like to add another pitcher," he said. "I like the talent we have now, but I 
think we can certainly add to the depth. You can do that through depth moves or through adding 
another real quality pitcher and [getting a ripple effect]." 
 
Epstein believes there could be significant trades made by the Cubs and other teams when more 
attractive free agents have signed. He's open-minded on Arrieta, but it doesn't appear there has been 
any traction in talks between the team and agent Scott Boras. 
 
"We've never ruled anything out with him,'' Epstein said. "He's earned that right to be a free agent, so 
he gets the ability to talk to 30 teams. I'm sure he has a number of suitors. This is a special time for him, 
so sure, he's going to take his time and find just the right contract with the right place. We wish him 
well. It's not as if we've closed the door with him at all, but we'll see where the offseason goes.'' 
 
-- 
 
ESPNChicago.com 
Cubs owner wants Sammy Sosa to 'put everything on the table' 
By Jesse Rogers 
 



 

CHICAGO -- Cubs owner Tom Ricketts says franchise career home run leader Sammy Sosa needs to "put 
everything on the table" in regard to PED use during his playing days if he is to ever be welcomed back 
by the team. 
 
"Players from that era owe us a little bit of honesty," Ricketts said Saturday during the team's annual fan 
convention. "The only way to turn that page is to put everything on the table." 
 
The Cubs invited a couple dozen former players to the fan convention, but Sosa wasn't one of them. 
 
Sosa played 13 years for the Cubs, hitting 545 home runs, including three years of 60 or more. He never 
officially tested positive for steroids. 
 
He hasn't been invited back with the team in any official capacity since he retired after the 2007 season. 
Ricketts has been ambiguous in the past about what Sosa needs to do to be welcomed back, but on 
Saturday, he finally explained his feelings on the topic. 
 
"I think we have to be sympathetic to that era ... but the players owe us some honesty too," Ricketts 
said in response to a fan's question during a panel discussion with ownership. 
 
After the panel, Ricketts reiterated that message but refused to expand on his answer regarding Sosa. 
 
"I just think we need to put everything on the table and move forward, full stop," Ricketts said. 
 
Some might find some hypocrisy in Sosa's situation considering the team employed known PED user 
Manny Ramirez as a hitting consultant in recent years. But Ricketts intimated it's not steroid use that 
bothers him as much as the denials. 
 
-- 
 
ESPNChicago.com 
Source: Cubs' Kris Bryant gets $10.85M, most for first-time arbitration-eligible player 
By Jesse Rogers 
 
CHICAGO -- Former Rookie of the Year and MVP Kris Bryant received a record settlement for a first-time 
arbitration-eligible player on Friday as he agreed to a one-year, $10.85 million deal with the Chicago 
Cubs, avoiding arbitration, according to a source familiar with the situation. 
 
The previous record was set by Ryan Howard, who received $10 million from the Philadelphia Phillies in 
2008. 
 
"I don't look at 'me' records," Bryant told reporters on Friday. "The records on the field are way more 
important, because when you're doing that, you're helping the team. ... you get paid millions of dollars 
to do something you've loved since you were 4 years old. I just feel so grateful and so honored to be 
with this team. 
 
"I thought he got a fair -- and record -- award," president Theo Epstein said. "It just shows the special 
things he's been able to accomplish and the special teams he's been on as well." 
 
Bryant, 26, is one of three players, along with Buster Posey and Howard to win both the Rookie of the 
Year and MVP before becoming arbitration eligible. 
 



 

Bryant has 94 home runs in his first three seasons in the big leagues to go with a .288 batting average 
and .388 on-base percentage. He ranked third in WAR in 2016 and 16th last season. 
 
Teammate Addison Russell also agreed to terms for 2018, receiving a contract for $3.2 million. 
 
The Cubs settled with three other players on Friday who were arbitration eligible: pitchers Kyle 
Hendricks ($4.175 million) and Justin Wilson ($4.25 million) along with infielder Tommy La Stella 
($950,000). 
 
Pitcher Justin Grimm remains the only unsigned arbitration-eligible player. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Tom Ricketts offers up details on Wrigley Field renovations and new Wrigleyville hotel 
By Vinnie Duber 
 
Historic Wrigley Field looks less and less “historic” by the day. 
 
Anyone who has frequented Wrigleyville this winter has seen the Friendly Confines further thrown into 
construction-fueled chaos, and the sparing shots inside the ballpark show a scene that looks nothing like 
the familiar green grass of gameday. 
 
But it sounds like there are finally some improvements coming for the historically cramped visitors 
clubhouse. 
 
“Obviously the home-team clubhouse has gotten very substantial improvements. With the visitors 
clubhouse, we kind of say, ‘Hey, well Lou Gehrig got dressed in there. Is that not good enough for you 
guys?’ So we’re actually going to put in hot water this year,” chairman Tom Ricketts said to a ballroom 
full of laughter on Saturday morning. “There will be some improvements to the visitors clubhouse, but 
it’s largely going to be the same place, relatively space-constrained.” 
 
While visiting players might not see a large improvement in the quality of gamedays, the gussying up of 
Wrigley Field has been well received by Cubs fans, with The Park at Wrigley a huge hit last season and 
even during offseason activities this winter. The transformation of the more-than-century-old stadium 
continues this offseason, and the most notable addition to the corner of Clark and Addison will be the 
brand-new hotel, which Ricketts said will be open right around Opening Day. 
 
The hotel is a hotel, obviously, and will provide lodging for out-of-town visitors to Wrigley and 
Wrigleyville, but local attendees will perhaps be more interested in another influx of dining options 
outside the gates of the park. 
 
“This year when we come back, you’ll see that we’re opening a hotel that will be available I think April 9 
or April 1,” Ricketts said during the owners’ panel at the Cubs Convention at the Sheraton Grand 
Chicago. “And then in the hotel, there’ll be a bunch of food options. McDonald’s will be back, which I 
appreciate, I’m a McDonald’s eater. So that’ll be back if people want to get something quick before the 
game. Then we have a taco bar, Big Star taco bar, which is like a highly regarded place to go get a taco. … 
And then we have Smoke Daddy, which is a very popular, Chicago-based ribs and chicken kind of 
smokehouse. And a couple more interesting concepts, a bakery, and then we’ll have a restaurant on the 
corner we’ll announce later. But you’ve got more options before and after the game.” 
 



 

President of business operations Crane Kenney added at his own panel later Saturday that the 
McDonald's will be open by St. Patrick's Day so folks can get their hands on Shamrock Shakes. 
 
That big building has already made for a dramatically different look at the famous North Side 
intersection. More apparent to Cubs fans watching on TV, though, will be some of the changes inside 
the stadium. 
 
Chiefly, the dugouts are being moves a couple dozen feet down the first- and third-base lines, another 
surprisingly popular conversation topic Saturday morning, with both the owners and the baseball 
operations folks who preceded them asked about it. 
 
“The dugouts are sliding down about 25 to 30 feet,” Ricketts said. “The fact is, we had to redo the 
dugouts to make them nicer. If you’ve been in there, done a tour, they’re pretty old school. And so we 
slid them down. It gives the players more room, and I’ll be honest, it gives us another section of seats to 
put fans closer to the action. And it also allows us to build camera wells for the gameday production. 
 
“So it just worked out that we can improve it for the players because it kind of comes right off of their 
clubhouse, and it’s bigger. We can improve it for the fans because we can create more space near home 
plate. And then we improved the TV production, too, because we just don’t have all the great camera 
angles that a lot of other teams have so we built them a better camera well. It’s just kind of win-win-win 
for everyone, just something that we thought we should do.” 
 
Additionally, Ricketts touched on ballpark-related topics like accessibility, saying the number of 
elevators in the stadium will triple by the time the renovations are complete. He also mentioned that 
the team would like the ability to have more night games on weekends, if possible. 
 
Kenney, diverting from Ricketts' earlier jokes about the state of the visitors clubhouse, mentioned that 
area will be updated with a batting tunnel, a weight room, a video room and a meeting space. He also 
said that Wrigley Field will have improved cell phone service in 2018. 
 
It seems that Wrigley turning into an offseason construction zone is becoming a tradition as reliable as 
“W” flags and the hand-operated scoreboard. But the end of the major renovations is in sight, per 
Ricketts, and by Opening Day 2019, fans could see the fruits of all this labor. 
 
“We have this offseason and next offseason, and by the end of that, our initial plan is complete,” 
Ricketts said. “Now that doesn’t mean we’re done because it’s a 100-year-old ballpark, so there’ll be 
something else we have to fix the year after that. But it’ll be great to have the major construction done a 
year from now. And then, particularly at the end of next year, because of the way we have to stage 
everything, we get all the great upper-deck renovation done after the 2018 season, which will really help 
the ballpark a lot.” 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Another year, another non-update on potential Sammy Sosa reunion from Cubs Convention 
By Tony Andracki 
 
Tom Ricketts actually got more than halfway through his Cubs Convention session before Sammy Sosa 
was finally brought up.  
 



 

You see, the Sosa question has become an annual staple at Cubs Convention, particularly in Ricketts' 
panel.  
 
Sosa may be undergoing some bizarre physical changes, but he still resonates with fans of all ages after 
delighting the Wrigley Field faithful for a decade.  
 
"I know people won't recognize him..." the fan qualified while still asking Ricketts when Sosa might make 
his way back to the Cubs Convention. 
 
Ricketts declined to talk about Sosa specifically, but mentioned the Steroid Era as a whole. 
 
"Yeah, I've talked about this a lot over the years and it seems to come up every year," Ricketts said. "I 
really believe that all the players from that era, who went through that performance-enhancing, steroid 
era, I think we owe them a lot of understanding. 
 
"I think we have to put ourselves in their shoes and be very, very sympathetic to all the decisions they 
had to make. And, as it turns out, after testing began in 2002, a large number of players tested positive. 
 
"So I think we all need to be sensitive and understand their situation. But I also believe that players from 
that era owe us a little bit of honest, and I kind of feel like the only way to turn this page is to put 
everything on the table. 
 
"And I think that's kind of a better answer. So that's kind of the way I feel. We'll see what happens in the 
future." 
 
In a media session after his panel, Ricketts was asked again, specifically about Sosa. 
 
"I'm not gonna talk about Sammy in particular," Ricketts said. "I'm just gonna talk about the whole era. I 
just think we need to put everything on the table and move forward." 
 
OK, so if Sosa admits to PED use, he can come back to the Cubs "family"? 
 
Ricketts wasn't the owner of the Cubs during Sosa's tenure on Chicago's North Side, but "Slammin' 
Sammy" brought countless millions to the organization, whether he took PEDs or not. (For the record, 
Sosa reportedly tested positive for PEDs in 2003, but he was never suspended.) 
 
Sure, he's officially entered the Upside Down now, but the Cubs Convention is for the fans and there 
certainly seems to be no shortage of fans interested in seeing Sammy Sosa...even if people won't 
immediately recognize him. 
 
Sosa's fellow late-'90s/early-2000s sluggers Mark McGwire and Barry Bonds haven't exactly come 
forward with any admission of PED guilt and neither guy has any trouble finding a job or role in today's 
Major League Baseball.  
 
Ricketts and the Cubs don't employ either McGwire or Bonds, but they did boast Manny Ramirez — a 
similar product of the era who was suspended for PEDs twice during his career — as a hitting instructor 
for three seasons through 2016. 
 
Of course, the end of Sosa's Cubs tenure had more to it than just the suspicion of steroid use, with the 
slugger not leaving on the best terms with the team and his teammates before getting traded away to 
the Baltimore Orioles. 



 

 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Tom Ricketts explains why Cubs decided to give Steve Bartman a World Series ring 
By Tony Andracki 
 
Steve Bartman's name will live in infamy forever, but at least he has something only a couple thousand 
people can say: A Cubs 2016 World Series ring. 
 
Bartman was one of the most head-scratching choices to receive one of the 1,908 rings the Cubs handed 
out last year. The most notorious fan in Cubs history obviously didn't do anything to aid the 2016 Cubs in 
their pursuit to reverse the curse and win a championship. 
 
So why give him a ring?  
 
At the time, the Cubs called it goodwill, hoping to bury the ugly incidents throughout the 108 years of 
World Series futility. 
 
Cubs chairman Tom Ricketts was actually against giving Bartman a ring initially. 
 
"I give credit to [Cubs president of business operations Crane Kenney]," Ricketts said Saturday at the 
Cubs Convention at the Sheraton Grand Chicago. "He came to me and said, 'You know, we should give 
Steve a ring to acknowledge what we've been through.' 
 
"At first, I was like, our whole thing is to not look back. Stop worrying about what happened and worry 
about moving forward and the future. But Crane made a good case and the logistics side for us to add 
some closure." 
 
So Ricketts, Kenney and Theo Epstein sat down to hash out the details. 
 
"I think it was a good moment for the organization," Ricketts said. "I mean, the poor guy. True diehard 
fan. Reguarlarly attended games, coached baseball. Hopefully now he can feel like he's back in the 
family." 
 
That "family" characteristic is one that Ricketts holds dear, classifying all Cubs fans as part of the 
"family." Ricketts also said Saturday Ronnie Woo Woo is part of the Cubs "family" despite a dispute 
between Woo Woo and the Cubs last year that involved the unofficial mascot getting kicked out of 
Wrigley Field for not having a ticket. 
 
Ricketts hopes Bartman can get back into baseball now and not have to remain in hiding. As the Cubs 
owner pointed out, Bartman wasn't the only fan who reached his hand out for that 2003 foul ball, but 
was the only one unfortunate enough to make contact. 
 
Ricketts added a mic-drop one-liner about how Alex Gonzalez botched a routine ground ball 
immediately after Bartman's accidental gaffe: 
 
"Of course, he didn't fail to turn the double play three minutes later." 
 
-- 
 



 

NBC Sports Chicago 
During frozen offseason, question isn't whether Cubs will get a starting pitcher, it's when ... and what 
kind 
By Vinnie Duber 
 
Baseball’s offseason is moving about as freely as the ice-packed Chicago River. 
 
That frozen water, all too visible from this weekend’s Cubs Convention at the Sheraton Grand Chicago, is 
an all-too-apt metaphor for a frozen-solid hot stove. Free-agent signings and trades that typically define 
baseball’s offseason have been scarce. 
 
And while the Cubs have made moves to address needs in their bullpen and fill one hole in the starting 
rotation, there’s still work to be done before the season begins at the end of March. 
 
For Theo Epstein’s front office, that means bringing in a starting pitcher of to help make up for the 
departures of Jake Arrieta and John Lackey. The addition of Tyler Chatwood made four, teaming with 
Jon Lester, Kyle Hendricks and Jose Quintana. But there’s one spot left, and even if it ends up going to 
the under-contract Mike Montgomery, Epstein wants to add someone to provide depth. Because past 
Montgomery, there ain’t much. 
 
“We’re not done,” Epstein told reporters Friday before the convention’s opening ceremonies. “We have 
confidence in this group if this is the 25 we end up taking to spring training. But realistically we’d 
certainly like to add another pitcher. 
 
“I like the talent that we have right now, but I think we could certainly add to the depth. And you could 
do that through depth moves or through adding another real quality pitcher and bolster the depth even 
more that way. 
 
“Look, we’d make a move tonight if we could, but it’s not there for us. So we’ll be patient and keep 
working on it. We’ve made moves in spring training before, if it comes to that. I hope for everyone’s 
sake things happen in an orderly fashion before spring training so players can get settled and everything. 
But I’m done predicting this winter. It’s kind of taken on a life of its own. We’ll see what happens.” 
 
As Epstein mentioned, adding someone during spring training is less than ideal. But it’s looking more 
and more realistic as the days move along and the wealth of starting pitching remains on the free-agent 
market. 
 
The Cubs have been tied to all the big names, making it seem like they’d prefer to go the route of adding 
a pitcher the caliber of Arrieta near the front of the starting staff. That list is well known to Cubs fans at 
this point, featuring Yu Darvish, Alex Cobb and Arrieta himself. 
 
At times this offseason it’s seemed like Arrieta pitching anywhere but the North Side was an essential 
certainty. But Arrieta and his agent Scott Boras haven’t closed any deals with any non-Cubs teams, 
meaning the best way to fill that Arrieta-sized hole in the rotation might end up being with Arrieta. 
 
“We’ve never ruled anything out with him,” Epstein said before launching into a not exactly ringing 
endorsement of Arrieta’s return. “He’s earned that right to be a free agent, so he gets the ability to talk 
to 30 teams. I’m sure he has a number of suitors. This is a special time for him, so of course he’s going to 
take his time and find just the right contract and just the right place. We wish him well. It’s not as if 
we’ve closed the door to him at all, but we’ll see where the offseason takes us. 
 



 

“I haven’t heard anything from Scott that (Arrieta) wouldn’t want to come back if the deal were right. So 
I feel the door’s open on both sides.” 
 
The Cubs could also swing a trade for a top-of-the-line starting pitcher. That obviously would cost more 
than just money, bringing back the offseason speculation that’s thrown the likes of Kyle Schwarber, Ian 
Happ and Javy Baez out there as potential trade bait. Tampa Bay Rays ace Chris Archer was tied to the 
Cubs earlier this winter. A juicy new report that the Cubs have talked with the division-rival Pittsburgh 
Pirates about Gerrit Cole created a Friday-afternoon buzz, even if it’s hard to see either team conceding 
to their high-valued assets going to another National League Central squad. 
 
In the end, an option that has eluded most of the conversation might be the way the Cubs go, and that’s 
adding someone who can pitch at the back of the rotation in an emergency situation. With few internal 
options behind Montgomery, just having someone in the bullpen that could slide into the rotation if 
need be would be valuable, even if it wouldn’t be as flashy as signing Darvish or trading for Cole. Heck, 
it’s the role Montgomery played in each of the past two seasons. 
 
“We’re looking to add another pitcher just to possibly improve the options in the starting rotation and 
especially the ripple effect that will add depth,” Epstein said. “The best way to build a championship 
team is to mitigate all the risks that sink teams and prevent them from being championship teams. And 
with us right now, we’re very well protected on the position-player side. But there’s legitimate risk for 
injury or underperformance to our pitching staff that we’re going to be scrambling midseason. You don’t 
want to be scrambling. 
 
“So we need to continue to add quality and depth and try to mitigate as many of the risks as we can. You 
never eliminate all the risks, otherwise you’d win it all every year. But eliminating as many of those risks 
as you can is our job.” 
 
The Cubs have at least set themselves up with options as spring training nears. Perhaps the Opening Day 
rotation is set, though replacing Arrieta and Lackey with Chatwood and Montgomery would likely strike 
many fans and observers as a sizable downgrade. Until all those free agents find new homes, though, 
the Cubs will have an opportunity to land a big fish. And while convention time figured to be a good time 
to introduce the shiniest new toy — or even welcome back Arrieta — this unbelievably slow-moving 
offseason still has plenty of dominoes left to fall. 
 
So what breaks up first: the offseason logjam or all those hunks of ice on the Chicago River? Be careful if 
you're waiting to find out. It's cold out there. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Kyle Schwarber downplays physical transformation, but mental game might be key to resurgence 
By Tony Andracki 
 
Kyle Schwarber may be 25-30 pounds lighter, but he's still the same ole Schwarber. 
 
Carrying a drink into the media scrum at Cubs Convention Friday at the Sheraton Grand Chicago, 
Schwarber got up in his ill-fitting sport coat looking svelte (he admitted he needs a new wardrobe now). 
 
Yes, he lost weight. A lot of it. 
 
Yes, he was asked about it. A lot. 



 

 
Like usual, Schwarber hit all the right notes as he spoke in front of cameras for around 10 minutes, 
explaining he wants to be quicker on the basepaths and in the outfield and would like to become more 
agile overall as a player. 
 
He also understands getting in The Best Shape of His Life doesn't automatically mean he'll have a better 
season than 2017. 
 
"I want to be the best player I can be and I think it starts there," he said. "It's not gonna go out there and 
help me hit .500. You just gotta control what you can control and this is one thing I can control. 
 
"People are making it out to be a big deal. It's just part of the job for me and I just want to keep getting 
better." 
 
Overall, Schwarber downplayed his physical transformation, saying he wasn't just worried about getting 
into better baseball shape or to lose weight, instead striving to be healthier overall. 
 
He said several times he was in the best shape of his life at this time last year when he was fully 
receovered from his devastating knee injury, but the slugging outfielder has taken that "shape" to the 
next level this winter. 
 
And since it's Schwarber, it's taken off. Because things with Schwarber tend to do that. 
 
But the physical transformation may not be anywhere near as important as the mental evolution 
Schwarber's gone through after finishing up back-to-back difficult seasons. 
 
"I've seen a lot of stuff, I guess, the last couple years with just the injury and I got sent down to Triple-A," 
Schwarber said. "I have to work some things out. I guess I wouldn't take anything back from the last 
couple years. 
 
"Obviously it wasn't where I wanted to be, but I think it's only going to be beneficial moving forward." 
 
Schwarber isn't spending his offseason training his brain all that much differently ithan he has n the 
past. He's not doing yoga like Kyle Hendricks or spending time meditating. 
 
But he is visualizing things when he's in the cage and you better believe he has a renewed hunger after 
the roller coaster career he's had already in just the first three seasons. He's seen it all now and can 
build off that experience moving forward. 
 
This is the same guy who has had stories told about his mental strength and attitude at Cubs Convention 
the last couple years. His intestinal fortitude has now become legendary in Cubdom. 
 
At this annual get-together a year ago, Cubs personnel could not stop talking about Schwarber. 
Everybody seemed to have their own great story and it was retold several times how he walked into the 
meeting with Theo Epstein's front office before the MLB Draft and won everybody over with his desire 
to prove doubters wrong. There were also plenty of stories about how he made that ridiculous return 
from a completely torn knee to play World Series hero. 
 
Now, after a season in which he struggled to keep his batting average over .200, turned into a part-time 
player and was sent down to the minor leagues to work on his swing, he's still dominating the headlines.  
 



 

And once again, he's found a way to impress the Cubs front office. 
 
"We were actually getting ready to ask him to [lose some weight] and to have some goals in mind and 
then he came to see us before we actually had a chance to meet with him and he laid out his goals for 
the offseason and how he was going to accomplish them," Epstein said.  
 
"Those are exactly what we had in mind, and we're really supportive of his efforts. We've talked about 
some of these things in the past: getting a little more flexible, getting in a bit more shape would allow 
him to be more effective in the outfield. 
 
"And sometimes it takes - as he said - a whole lifestyle change, and you can't be forced into that. That 
has to come when you're ready for it. And he is really putting everything into this lifestyle change: the 
way he eats, the way he sleeps, the way he trains, the way he lives his life day to day. 
 
"It's the type of changes that can allow you to have a really long career, maxmimize your career. So 
we're happy for him and excited to see what happens next." 
 
-- 


